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January, 2000

January 2000
Never thought I would see the day! Literally. In my school days we occasionally discussed the matter of the
turn of the 21st century, but no one of us expected to see it. To make the date we would have to be 80 years
old, and whoever heard of anybody 80 years old? In Porgy and Bess, the song goes, "Methuselah lived 900
years, but who calls that liv'n when no gal will give in to no man with 900 hundred years?"
Be that as it may, here we are. Politically, socially, and morally the scene may be gross, but the weather is
nice, the hunting is good, and the prospects for a turnaround in the next election are not bad. Therefore, let us
be of stout heart and good cheer.
The bison hunt in Texas was a huge success. It could not have been more gratifying if I had written the script
in advance. One shot from offhand at 72 yards put the bull down within 20 paces of point of impact. While the
range was short, the shooting at an unsteady target, intermittently visible, was challenging. That is first blood
for the "Dragoon" (Oops! For the "376 Scout.") Its tactical niche may be somewhat obscure, but it is certainly
an ingenious and admirable artifact. Note that it neither replaces nor augments the Steyr Scout, which remains
in place as the "Rifle of the Century." (Here we go again!) In all seriousness, the three really interesting rifles
of the turn of the century remain the "Co−pilot" of Jim West, the Blaser 93, and the Steyr Scout.
Have you seen the brand new "Siamese Sig"? It seems that they took two Sig 210s, split them down the
middle and somehow bolted the two halves together into a true double pistol. Then, of course, they painted it
gold. Now let's not complicate the issue by asking what such a device might possibly be for. It seems obvious
that the engineers did it just to see if they could do it. Why they should do it, was obviously to catch your eye.
Well, they certainly caught mine. I do not think that I need any further Waffenpösselhaft candidates for the
year 2000.
It appears that piracy is on the rise again in South East Asia, and the issue, as you might expect, is confronted
by the "authorities" with the maxim, "Don't fight back. Somebody might get hurt." Where have we heard that
before? The way to combat piracy, as all of us learned back in the early part of the 17th century, is to kill all
the pirates. Simple isn't it?
It is amusing to hear some of the culturally deprived types maintain that "no one needs an assault gun."
According to the founding fathers, all adult males are members of the militia, except for a few public officials.
As members of the militia, we need to be checked out on the M16. This piece is not my idea of a good gun,
but it is the official personal arm of the US Armed Forces, and it is our business to understand it. Thus we
have need of it, whether we like it or not.
We can wholeheartedly recommend ranch hunting in Texas. It may not be pure, in the historic sense, but it is
there and it is very satisfactory. It is as challenging as you wish to make it, and it puts good meat in the
freezer. The blackbuck and axis deer and mouflon are all charming trophies. We have sampled the bison meat,
and find it to be particularly toothsome.
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There are several well−run hunting ranches in Texas, and having taken our bison on one, we can recommend
it highly. This one is the Indianhead Ranch, Del Rio, Texas. The proprietor is Laurent Delagrange, and his
telephone is (210) 775−6481.
We are informed by a family member in Anchorage that the situation there is getting so bad that pretty soon
there may be more neckties than handguns in the average residence. We hope that is an exaggeration.
Note that Blaser has now come up with what may be called a "Super Drilling," which is a three−barrel job
with an ingenious locking system that circumvents the geometric problem of radial breech opposition. There
are places in the world, though not many, wherein a drilling is the perfect answer. Hermann Göring thought
that such a piece would be ideal as survival equipment for a downed aviator. This would seem to be a limited
market at best.
Gun crime is up 10.9 percent since the ban in Britain. Well, what else would you expect?
Having just finished wishing "peace on earth" to all and sundry, we may note that there are now no less than
65 wars in progress throughout the world. This depends upon what you call a war, but however you define it,
that is a lot of fighting.
During the Christmas holidays in Britain a sales girl was fired for wishing a customer "Merry Christmas."
Thus we welcome the millennium.
Few people pay much attention to the meaning of the words they use, and this does lead to a certain amount of
confusion. For example, what is a "blood sport"? I have always held that a blood sport is a voluntary
competitive activity in which the penalty for ineptitude may well be death or serious injury. By that definition,
blood sports must include mountaineering, motor racing, the hunting of dangerous game, and certain kinds of
skiing. In Britain, however, the little old ladies of all ages and both sexes regard fox hunting as a blood sport.
By my definition, the blood sports are a fair test of manliness or machismo. In the British sense, the blood
sports are simply the ostentatious affectations of snobs and toffs. In Britain it is currently fashionable to hate
toffs − for obscure reasons.
This Internet business tends to bring out the worst in some people. I suppose that obscene and anonymous
objurgation has always been popular with the dregs of society, but the Internet makes it possible for the
masses to engage in this sort of thing. I have no objection to argument, even high−spirited argument, but I
cannot respond to accusations hurled by faceless adversaries who are ready to use epithets, but unready to
pose arguments. It is clear that I hold strong opinions on various controversial issues relating to firearms and
their use. I enjoy supporting those positions when I get the chance, but much as I enjoy a fight, I find it
impossible to fight against an opponent who will not reveal himself. Only recently one Internet activist called
me all sorts of evil things, apparently because of my advocacy of the Scout rifle. Hardly seems worth getting
all that excited about − or does it?
There are people who do not mind the fact that O.J. Simpson walks free. There are people who do not mind
the fact that Lon Horiuchi is not only not punished for his atrocity at Ruby Ridge, but he continues on the
public payroll. There are those who know who killed Vince Foster, but are not bothered by the fact that the
subject has been dropped officially. I mind those things. Do you?
I note that some of my commentary that appears in Guns & Ammo magazine is censored for political
correcttude. This group sensitivity is both ridiculous and childish.
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The town of El Cenizo down there on the Mexican border goes on its merry way in defiance of the laws of
these United States. This is the business of Mr. Bush as governor of Texas, but he is most unlikely to do
anything about it, since all candidates are terrified of block voting, and if he were to take any action that might
offend the Mexican vote in this country, that might hurt him in the forthcoming elections.
It has been suggested that we have now established our public schools as safe zones for felons who can be
relatively sure that no one on campus is going to shoot back.
Shooting sticks are apparently enjoying a comeback among riflemen in open country − especially in Africa. I
have never cared for the idea, though as an adolescent I once fabricated an elaborate set in high school
woodshop. I tried carrying them afield on several occasions, and found that they got in my way. In Africa,
where you always have one or more henchmen available to carry stuff, this unhandiness is not too serious. But
I do not think counting on the presence of an artificial aid which may not be there when you need it is good
procedure. Besides which, while shooting sticks do limit vertical variation, they do nothing to diminish side
sway, which may be more serious. A solid sitting position, using a shooting sling, offers more precision than
shooting sticks for less bother, but only a few people today understand about the shooting sling.
Note that the 376 Steyr cartridge is derived from the 9.3x64, rather than by 9.3x62.
The scientific name for the American bison, as you probably know, is Bison bison. Perhaps you did not know
that the name for his European cousin is Bison bonatus. I just found that out myself.
Michel Röthlisberger, who will be coaching in the Masters Series at Gunsite, has a nephew who recently
climbed the north wall of the Eiger, in Switzerland − fully covered by camcorder. This is one of the meanest
mountains on earth, with a score of 54 deaths to its credit ten years ago − probably more since.
It will be interesting to see the preponderance of the Steyr Scout in the Masters Series Rifle Classes scheduled
for this year. We all know that it is the shooter and not his rifle that places the hits on target. Still, the almost
unanimous appearance of the Scouts up front in both instruction and competition indicates that the little gun is
easier to hit with. Only insiders seem to know that, and it is possible they are not spreading the word around
for fear of giving away their advantage.
If you are having difficulty in getting hold of a Scout, note that Rich Wyatt, of "Gunsmoke" in Denver, can
put one in your hands faster than most. Rich, who is not only a family member but a member of the Gunsite
African Rifles, can tell you all about it.
We were much amused in Texas to run across what may be called computerized deer hunters. You can tell a
computerized deer hunter because he carries a digital deer gun. A digital deer gun is one mounting a Harris
bipod. Those two prongs hanging down below are the digits.
We note the appearance of the Ruger Super Red Hawk in 454 Casull. This is a mighty instrument, if hardly
one I would select for house defense. The late, revered Uncle Elmer once built a peacemaker for the 45−70
cartridge, and I am told it worked very well, though what you would want one for is somewhat obscure.
I guess it had to happen, but we hardly expected it. It turns out that a pedestrian has now been killed "by his
cell phone." He was talking and walking rapidly and ran right into a tree and broke his neck.
Shooting Master John Gannaway has now broken down and ordered his Italian gun. Apparently there comes a
time in the life of every shotgunner when he simply must have that Italian gun. John's piece should be in his
hands by next summer, and we look forward avidly to seeing it. John wants it with exposed hammers, which I
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think is a good idea, since hammerless actions are necessarily less robust than those with exposed hammers.
We had a neat story down in Phoenix involving a creep with a long record who attempted to hold up a cab
driver. The cab driver neatly killed him. The nice thing about this story was that no charges were filed and the
cab driver was not inconvenienced. Would that we could hear more of that sort of thing from Great Britain!
We issued the dressed bison meat to the worthy on 7 January, so I have now tentatively designated 7 January
as St. Hubert's day. (Of course I will have to clear this with the Pope.) This is the day on which the product of
the hunt is distributed to the needy.
We dutifully thank Joe Sledge, Gunsite graduate and member of the Gunsite African Rifles, for providing us
with our Christmas dinner of leg of pronghorn antelope. The bison meat did not come in till later.
We expect to feature the Leopard light on the Scout at SHOT Show. A lot of people do not even know it is
there, probably because it is non−regulation in the States. For leopards, or for house−to−house inner city
work, it should be a great advantage.
Note that the extension magazine version of the Steyr Scout is useful primarily in IPSC competition, and
possibly in guerilla action. For normal work, a rifle does not need a lot of ammunition aboard.
One J. Noble of IDPA has announced on the Internet that Jeff Cooper is unfit to hold a firearm. That is an
interesting idea, and I am not going to say it is absolutely wrong, but it is certainly worthy of debate.
We were somewhat startled recently in reading a British publication which supported the anti−toff position by
pointing out that Diana disliked hunting. Diana? Disliked hunting? We always thought that Diana was the
goddess of − ... Oh, that Diana. Sorry about that, but somehow or other I keep falling into the wrong century.
We were forced to expand the rolls for the first Masters Series Rifle Class to 24, rather than 16 students. I
dislike doing this because I like to maintain very close personal contact with the students, and three relays of
eight each will use up too much time. Thus we will try two relays of twelve, put on another Masters coach and
hope for the best. I can but hope that the supply is equal to the demand.
As of now, I can report no progress on the production of an idealized scoutscope. You may be sure that I will
let you know the minute I have something to say.
Those students coming onboard in the year 2000 will note that the range facilities are all dolled up due to
diligent enthusiasm of the new owner. Electric power at the targets and running water in the johns! Fancy
that! If we get snowed under in February, we will at least be snowed under in comfort.
Having been devoted to the concept of excellence all my life, I react with dismay to the understanding that a
lot of people do not care at all about excellence. Among other things, unless a person has put his mind to it, he
may have no real idea of just what constitutes excellence in his own surroundings and equipment. You have to
know something about rifles to know why rifle A is better than rifle B. This is true of automobiles, airplanes,
boats, and houses. There has always been a tendency to equate price with excellence, resulting in that
proverbial man who knew the price of everything but the worth of nothing. These people are generally found
in the marketing business, which may be regarded as a necessary evil, something like lawyers.
We have little use for "solids" in the US, so little ingenuity is devoted to their design. A recent report from
Africa, however, suggests that the conventional round−nosed, full−jacketed configuration is somewhat less
than ideal, as it tends to slide through rather than smack and chop. The suggestion is that a proper solid should
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have a flat point or "meplate" and then a cutting shoulder at bore diameter somewhere forward. The man who
came up with this idea has extensive experience on culling buffalo in Africa − much more than might be
encountered in a normal hunting career. I think the idea is worth exploring, but since there is obviously scant
market for this, I do not expect much industry interest.
I hope people will remember that the Scout is basic, whereas the "Dragoon" (Oops! The 376 Scout) is
peripheral.
In a long hunting career, I have never before had an occasion to use the "nudge" in controlling the trigger, but
that is what I had to use in Texas on that bison. Amazing! Learn something every day.
As we hold discussion about errors in millennia and such, I propose the following titles for recent centuries.
The 18th century was the Century of the Superior Man, producing as it did the minds of the Founding Fathers
of the United States. The 19th century was the Age of the Industrious Man, during which machinery and
machinists took over the world. The 20th century was (God Help Us!) the Age of the Common Man, so
designated by Teddy Kennedy. And now the 21st century may be regarded as the Century of the Superfluous
Man, since now we have machines to do our thinking for us. Surely you have noticed the extent to which
thinking is going out of style.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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February, 2000

Mid−Winter 2000
The SHOT Show was interesting, as usual. As a display of new products it is a fine effort, but just what we
need new products for is not always clear. The 1906 cartridge and the 1911 pistol have been with us for a
great long time, but trying to improve on them is a daunting exercise. New guns at the SHOT Show were
present, but not in the main overwhelming. One display I seek out early is that of the Perazzi shotgun, and this
display has been around for a good many years. How to make this year's Perazzi better than last year's Perazzi
is a problem for the philosopher, rather than the engineer. It always pleases me to realize that there are people
who have built things like that, and, moreover, there are people who will buy them. I only pray that the
purchasers and owners of these wonderful instruments really and truly appreciate them.
A contact we made up in Vegas who lives in Wyoming informs us that in that state everybody owns and uses
personal weapons, "except for a few crackpots from California."
Somebody told me that the factory has come up with a rifle very much like the Scout, but in caliber 223. I
cannot verify this, but I hope that it is not true. There is no possible reason for a scout−type rifle in that
caliber, but then a year ago at the show I saw a muzzle brake on a 22. You can become very unpopular by
asking people "why?".
We must caution prospective pistol students not to bring anything called "double−action only" to class. The
term itself is a misnomer, since "double" implies two methods, and "only" negates that.
One thing that struck me forcefully at this SHOT Show was the discovery that a great many shooters −
possibly a majority − do not understand shooting at all. They buy guns not because they are good, but because
they are fashionable. This sort of thing must motivate the arms trade, because otherwise it could not survive
economically. When you have a good gun, you just do not need another, except possibly as a source of spare
parts. A good personal firearm will last you a lifetime, and that of your son, and of his son. It is hard to work
quick turnovers when one is faced with that situation. As I have said several times before, the only steps
forward in rifles of recent times are Jim West's "Co−pilot", Gerhard Blenk's Blaser 93, and the Steyr Scout.
These three developments are important. The rest seem to be just window dressing.
Not to our surprise, we discover that gun crime in Britain is up 10.9 percent since the disarmament of the
private citizen.
This new era into which we launch may be termed The Age of Hurt Feelings. I cannot but wonder where all
these tender types have been during the nineteen hundreds. The rule of the school, when I was a tad, was
"Sticks and stones may break my bones, but names can never hurt me." Now in the age of social censorship
various kinds of pressure may be brought to bear upon anyone who calls a spade a spade. Possibly we have
not had enough wars in which to temper our sensitivity.
The current rage up in Vegas is dihydrous oxide (H2O). In the good restaurants it is pushed something like it is
supposed to have been on the planet Dune. You are often offered three different brands in order to gratify any
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sort of acquired taste. Since I do not drink water myself, I find this whole thing pretty mysterious. What
comes out of the tap at the Sconce seems quite good enough for us common folk.
And now that we have the Scout, after all these years, it appears necessary for some people to proceed to trash
it up. The piece as originally issued was not perfect, but it was quite close. The fact that it is unavailable for
left−handers is its principal drawback, and that is not a drawback if you happen to be right−handed. Apart
from that, the action could stand improvement by relieving it for inspection with the little finger. It does not
need sling sockets on the wrong side. And, of course, there is the matter of the perfected sight system, of
which there is no promise at this time. I understand that manufacturers are peddlers first and artists second.
With that in mind, I am still delighted with the way the Steyr Scout turned out. It will continue to dominate
our training sessions here at Gunsite, and in due course people will understand that it is not "just another
rifle," but rather a conceptual leap forward. This will only be understood by serious practical shooters, and
there are not enough of those at this time.
A firsthand account suggests that the state of Connecticut is now totally overrun with whitetail deer. They will
not let you shoot them so you have to kill them with cars.
It appears that Russia has now discovered the Parabellum cartridge, which has been around since 1908 or
thereabouts. Their new line of service pistols and machine pistols is now made to take the 9mm pistol
cartridge, which the US law enforcement establishment discovered about ten years ago.
We mentioned using the "nudge" in managing the trigger on the bison. This is the only time I have ever done
that, and there were peculiar circumstances that made it necessary. The range was short (72 yards by laser),
but off−hand was the only possible position and the animals were milling around like a subway crowd,
offering only brief and intermittent "windows" into which to plant a shot. I do not teach the nudge, and I do
not think I will start now, because it can lead to disaster in unskilled hands, but there it is, and we must face
facts.
Note that SAAB Cars of USA is on an anti−hunting kick. I cannot see this as a good piece of propaganda for a
car salesman.
A correspondent recently asked my opinion as to the utility of the "combination gun." This is generally a
single instrument utilizing both a shot shell and a rifle cartridge in the same weapon. These pieces, in two,
three, and four barrel guise, have been around for a very long time, but besides being expensive to make, they
are of very specialized utility. There are not many estates upon which one may take game birds and full−sized
quadrupeds on the same afternoon walk, and those that exist are nearly always private reserves where the
owner or his guests hunt the same way in extended succession. Hermann Göring at one time sought to equip
his combat pilots in the western desert with "Drillings" to be used for survival purposes in the event of forced
landings. This was a pretty good idea, I suppose, but it did not seem to sweep the Luftwaffe.
We were interested to hear that Swaziland has misplaced its entire merchant navy. This consisted of one
good−sized merchant vessel painted in bright colors to make it easy to find. Well, it has run off and has not
been heard of since. A government spokesman has insisted loudly that this mishap has nothing whatever to do
with the competence of the crew or any others involved. Okay, okay. I didn't say anything.
I am sure you noticed that Remington has now come up with a varmint rifle featuring electric ignition. I
suppose the advantage of this system is its trigger action, but considering the trigger action you can get in
conventional weapons (if you insist on it), it seems that carrying batteries around − even very long−lived
batteries − is a bum trade.
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In rifle work group size is of some interest, but it is by no means the critical consideration that some
commentators seem to deem it. It is well to remember that a rifleman does not shoot groups, he shoots shots.
A tight group is nice, but one must not fall into the error of PII (Preoccupation with Inconsequential
Increments). I have shot a great deal in a long shooting life, and I have only once encountered a rifle that
would not shoot better than I could shoot it. (That was a 32−20 lever gun which had been allowed to rust and
then scraped out. In getting the rust out of the barrel, most of the rifling went along with it.)
Group size is unimportant, unless it is very bad. If you can hit a dinner plate, first shot, every time, under all
conditions, at 100, that will do.
Somewhat to my astonishment, I was recently called obscenely to task (that's right, obscenely is the word) for
the appearance of the 376 Steyr Scout. What this particular correspondent thinks is to be gained by
committing his gutter language to print is not clear, but it does display a very curious state of mind. Well, he
got my attention, if that is what he wanted, but I didn't think that is what he had in mind.
The leopard light feature on the Steyr Scout is not appreciated. Many owners do not even know it is there.
This is largely because hunting by means of a light is forbidden in most sporting situations, but is certainly not
a drawback in the paramilitary use of the arm.
Avoid "moonscopes." These are those huge, cumbersome tubes that make quick shooting almost impossible.
I recall an occasion in Okavango when Ronny, my PH, looked dubiously at my 350 Fireplug and asked, "How
accurate is that little gun?" The shot coming up was a long one − nearer 300 than 200 − and I suppose he
thought I should have had a great, long rifle in order to attempt a great, long shot. My response to his question
was, "It's as accurate as I am." And so it was. It made a nice, clean, one−shot kill on a blue wildebeeste.
You know you have grown up when your children begin to retire. Our three sons−in−law are all doing that
within the same twelve months. Wow!
We learn to our considerable sadness that Ollie and Susan Coltman have left Sable Ranch, which was one of
the most delectable establishments in Southern Africa. Downsizing is given as the reason, but however it may
be, we will no longer be able to show off Ollie's animals to our friends. Ollie, you may recall, is the man who
was pounded by the buffalo and survived. I have always taken pride in my account of that occasion. Susan
told me that of the various descriptions of that encounter mine was the only one that got it right.
We got a new and choice hunting anecdote from Hungary. It seems that a party of thirty Austrians went off
pig hunting and harvested ten pigs, five of which were taken by the same man using (naturally) a Steyr Scout.
Since everything now appears to be "tactical," I am suggesting a new line of tactical paperclips for sale in the
Gunsite Pro−Shop. For my part, I am going to try to stamp out the "t−word" until people start paying attention
to what they are saying.
A major actuarial organization in South Africa has come up with the idea that within twenty years the white
population of South Africa may exceed the black: this due to the explosive AIDS epidemic, which, at this
time, affects only the black population. I suppose that that idea is one of those things "you can't say."
Doctor David Kahn, who is one of the faithful and who originated and promoted the Keneyathlon as a test of
the practical rifleman's skill, has asked us for our opinion on a term to designate a truly dedicated rifleman. He
feels that just "rifleman" is not elegant enough, and should give way to something in Latin or Greek.
"Ekeibolon" is a Greek epithet for one who hits what he shoots at, and was upon occasion applied to Apollo.
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There is the venerable English word "sharpshooter," but that has fallen upon ill usage. There are some true
rifle wizards around, and I am honored to hold five or six of them in my own personal acquaintance, but the
correct term for such people remains undecided. We solicit audience participation in this matter.
Our friend and colleague Bob Shimizu tells us that he is studying to become a curmudgeon in his old age.
This is doubtless a worthy aim when one considers the difficulty of reaching the age of 65 and still retaining
one's sanity in the face of the universal tsunami of ignorance. As Napoleon put it, rascality has its limits, but
stupidity has none.
I recently ran across an account of a Yukon hunt conducted in 1919 by a wealthy politician. I was fascinated
to discover that this gentleman hunted exactly the same country that I did in 1940. Not only did he use the
same camps that I did, but he enjoyed the services of the same superb camp cook − Gene Jacquot. (Gene was
cook in 1919, and outfitter in 1940.)
However, it was the client's riflery that gave me the most pause. He, like many sportsmen before and since,
seemed to think that expensive equipment was the equivalent of good marksmanship. He used a brand new
280 Ross, which might be considered the "super magnum" of its day, and he proceeded to miss with it with
great consistency. Then on one occasion he attempted (foolishly, I believe) a great long shot way out past Fort
Mudge, and lucked out. This established for him the idea that the 280 was a solution to every problem.
I ran across a similar mind−set in Alberta about the same time. The two hunters I met down there were using
brand new Sedgley Springfields of exquisite craftsmanship. The day before I met them, they had taken 55
shots at a white goat, which simply ambled over the ridge with no evidence of alarm or discomfort.
Hitting in the field calls for skill. Fine equipment is nice to have, but it is no substitute for skill. I thought
everybody knew that.
I recently ran across the expression "To hunt elephant takes legs. To hunt buffalo takes guts. To hunt lion
takes heart." I do not quite know how to interpret that, but it is pretty interesting.
Colonel Bob Young is the new operations manager at Gunsite, which is great, good news in my view. He not
only knows the business thoroughly, but as a field−grade Marine officer, he knows how to get things done.
Please let us know if you would be interested in a Safari Prep course. I would like to teach it, but we will not
put it on unless we discern a market.
Observing all those hundreds of people at the SHOT Show who were totally unaware of their surroundings
leads me to wonder again how such people survive. Remember that sign "Be Alert! Lerts have more fun!"
Obviously a lot of people do not believe that.
The bison hunt down in Texas was a howling success. Everything went so well that it seemed pre−written.
The 376, using Steve Hornady's 270−grain pointed soft−point, turned a prime herd bull off like a light with
one round. Moreover, we got the whole thing on video tape as Heidi Smith, Clint's wife, manned the
camcorder throughout the enterprise. There have been several incidences in my hunting career wherein a
video recorder would have been deeply appreciated, but this is the only one actually to be logged for posterity.
Cheers for modern technology!
Note that previous class numbers (250, 270, etc.) do not apply to the Masters Series. The Masters Series, now
getting underway, does not have numbers. We are starting with General Rifle and General Pistol, and while
we may extend that later to other titles, they will not have numbers.
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We cannot but wonder if any of Hillary's proposed new constituents up there in New York will ask her about
Vince Foster. There are people who know how he got his body out to the park after death, but she is the one
who is most authoritative on the subject.
Incidentally, if you have not yet got your Scout, note that Rich Wyatt has it available in stock. Additionally,
Rich Wyatt ("Gunsmoke," Custom Gunsmithing, Inc., 3650 Wadsworth Blvd., #A, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033,
phone: 303−456−4545), can also put a Jeff Cooper trigger in your new gun, which is something the factory
will not do.
We talked to Jim West at some length at the show, and were further impressed by his pioneer efforts in
weapon design up there in Anchorage. As you know, he pioneered the "Co−pilot" concept, which was
subsequently pirated to lesser standards by the Marlin people, who make the action. Jim's original cartridge
for the "Co−pilot" was the illustrious 45−70, but he has worked on some additional heavy calibers, intending
to make even better stoppers out of compact lever−guns. One line he is pursuing is the fabrication of
heavy−caliber solid bronze "chopper" bullets by simply turning them on a lathe. These bullets feature a
conspicuous flat point in conjunction with a bore−diameter cutting shoulder, which might do particularly well
in 45 caliber on buffalo. I must pursue the design of such a bullet in caliber 376 for those who may insist upon
using the Dragoon rifle on targets heavier than intended. We do need a line of upgraded bullets for the 376.
(Which could also be used in caliber 375.) I would much like to take a sample of this sort of thing to Africa
with me in April, but as circumstances stand I am not holding my breath waiting.
We learn from a federal sniper school that domestic standard barrels will wash out after two thousand rounds
of 300WM, whereas the same wear factor is five to eight thousand rounds in caliber 308. No private citizen is
apt to shoot his own weapon that much, but it does point out a little−known aspect of the "big bottle 30s."
I sort of wish that people would quit trying to handcraft their Scout Rifles. They spend a lot of time and
money, and they never quite make it up to factory spec. Tinkering, of course, is fun, and must not be
begrudged, but you are not going to get something just as good for less money.
Downsizing our military will continue until we "throw the rascals out." God speed the day!
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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March, 2000

Winterset 2000
We opened the new era at Gunsite with a general rifle class, which worked out very well, considering that the
new facilities are not quite ready. It should be noted that the "Masters Series" of schools held here at Gunsite
are so designated because of the quality of the instructors, rather than the qualifications of the students. Over
the years we have become associated with men of truly outstanding caliber in the area of smallarms
instruction. Here we have signed them up to provide our new students with the best available theory to
accompany a week's intensive practice. Applicants for the Masters Series need not be experts in order to sign
up. They do, however, need to be in reasonably good physical shape. I made this point before, but apparently
it did not take, since there were a good half−dozen students in this initial rifle class who were not physically
able to achieve a proper firing position. Rifle marksmanship is a moderately demanding physical exercise,
calling for a certain amount of agility, as well as good muscle tone. We hate to turn students away, but for a
man who cannot assume a quick sitting or prone position to enter a rifle class is only to embarrass him. I hope
the word gets out.
In this first rifle class we broke one telescope sight and sheered the bipod axle pin on a Steyr Scout, otherwise,
equipment stood up pretty well. We sometimes forget that a shooter will fire more out of his hunting rifle in a
course of instruction here at school than he ordinarily will in several years of general duty. Breakages are not
frequent, but they do occur.
Shooting Master and family member John Gannaway now has the dies as well as the components for the 376
Steyr cartridge, and will be building properly designed loads in time for our forthcoming African adventure.
This does not include "solids," which will be necessary in due course. I do not believe that the 376 cartridge,
or any medium, is properly used on elephant, rhino and hippo. It should be as good as the 375 Holland &
Holland on buffalo, but I, for one, am not going to put that to a test. For buffalo you need 500 grains of bullet.
You can do the job with less, but that does not make it a good idea.
Oddly enough we had one man show up with an AR10 battle rifle. It shot pretty well and did not break down,
but it was much too cumbersome for the shooter, who simply could not fling it around with appropriate elan.
The SS holds its ground as the preeminent general−purpose rifle of the day. It is the shooter, not the rifle, that
gets the hits, but those hits are easier to get with the SS.
We do not seem to be having any winter this winter, but still there is the month of March with which to
contend. March can be pretty nasty hereabouts, but we are always grateful for whatever water we receive. On
the other hand we note the terrible floods ravaging the land in southeast Africa. The Zambezi and the
Limpopo are busting out all over, and we pray they will not do too much damage to the game herds.
Unfortunately, too much of this surplus water is running directly into the sea where it does not do the
drought−stricken land much good. The human toll is already high, and we are told that more rain can be
expected within the next weeks. We can but hope for the best.
We repeat that there are three interesting rifles which are new to this era: the "Co−pilot", the Blaser 93, and
the Steyr Scout. Rich Wyatt, of "Gunsmoke" in Wheat Ridge, Colorado, has all three of those in stock at this
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time.
We have a friend here in Arizona who has a positive phobia about wolves. He has now gone so far as to
promote an anti−wolf rally over in the White Mountains. Obviously predators can overdo it, but I think that
they are as much a part of the natural scene as the fish in the streams, and while they should be kept under
control, they ought not to be set upon by human collective effort. In the West we now have a good and
growing supply of coyotes, bobcats, cougars, and a good supply of bears. Though we have lost several pets
over the years to the coyotes, I certainly do not feel that coyotes should be wiped out. Likewise, I cannot work
up any particular frenzy about the wolves which have been recently imported into both Arizona and Montana.
I understand that wolves do a certain amount of natural damage, and this understandably annoys cattle
ranchers. Cougars can be rough on house pets, and they frequently target joggers. And seals eat salmon. And
the coyotes now make it practically impossible for us to raise ducks and guineas around the Sconce. So I
cannot get upset about wolves. I dare say they do some damage, but they do make a marvelous sound. Anyone
who has heard the call of a wild wolf will treasure the experience. Predators do some harm, but not nearly as
much as people do. The world would be a much less interesting place without them. Besides, wolves are
better looking than most people.
When I see the sort of firearms people spend money on, I reflect that the boom in our economy seems to
generate a sort of spending madness. "I've got it, let's spend it" is the cry. Whether we need it or not, gadgetry
seems to be acquiring a certain merit of its own, and the accumulation of gadgetry becomes equivalent to
virtue. People buy junk the way Buddhists turn prayer wheels. "The man who dies with the most toys wins."
After watching far too many television commercials − in spite of myself − I wish to offer the Chevrolet slogan
to Ferrari. Do you think Ferrari would sell more cars if they claimed that they handled "like a rock"?
It appears that this baseball player Rocker has stated publically that he dislikes having to ride public
transportation in company with scruffies. On this he has been sent to Coventry, where presumably they
regularly wash his mouth out with soap. Does anybody really like to ride with scruffies? Social censorship −
miscalled "political correctness" − is reaching new lows all the time.
If you wish to become a really good shot you will learn to live with your gun. It should always be within
reach, and you should handle it freely. Not every household is the same, but if you maintain your rifle within
reach at your breakfast table you will get in the amount of dry practice necessary to become totally one with
your weapon. With the pistol you should try five dry snaps before you put it on in the morning and five more
before you take it off in the evening. This way you will eventually blend with the piece, and your skill will be
something unconscious and undirected. Note that you cannot shoot "instinctively." The shooting stroke is a
programmed reflex, and you program it only by familiarity. You cannot go to the range enough to program
those reflexes, but you can instill them at home, and the master marksman does just that.
They had a big raffle recently in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia). To everyone's intense surprise, Comrade Mugabe was
the winner of the grand prize. For all our putative rejection of "racism," it is sometimes hard to take these
popinjays seriously.
In the recent rifle class a question was posed as to at what age should you introduce your son to his rifle. The
Countess came up with the perfect answer (as she usually does), which was, "when his voice changes." The
next question was, what do you mean by introduce? As I see it, the young man should be given his weapon,
thoroughly instructed in it, and then made responsible for it. By choice he should keep it in his room and
maintain it spotlessly clean and ready for inspection at all times. It should become his "Linus blanket" to
provide him with moral support when skies are dark. This program, of course, implies properly raised
children, which seems to be confusingly rare today. Joe Foss, the authentic hero, tells a tale upon himself.
When he was given his first rifle he was allowed to take it out and use it by himself, though not in company.
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Tempted beyond resistance, he let go and fractured a ceramic insulator on a power line. For this sin he was
grounded for a year − a truly awesome penalty. At age 14 a year is forever, and Joe had full time to ponder
upon his precious rifle locked away in his father's closet. It is not necessary to use tranquilizers to "train up the
child in the way he should go."
Family member and Gunsite coach Michel Röthlisberger did Mozambique last year, and it was the sort of
experience that one is glad to have known, but would not do again. After hammering their way all day to a
hunting camp way back in the boonies, Michel's wife, Annette, looked around the said, "You have two rifles, I
want one."
I do not suppose that many of our readers are troubled by the presence of predators on their daily wanderings,
but some are. Bob Young comes up with the correct solution to this. If you find a coyote or a cougar dogging
your steps, just bounce a round off the ground six or eight feet in front of his nose. This will show him that his
company is not wanted and get him out of your hair. (There are those who would ask how to do this, and our
answer is derived from President Jefferson, to wit: "Let your gun be your companion on all your walks.")
In the last rifle class we had a couple of students show up with Model 700 Remingtons in caliber 308. This
puzzles me. If you are going to buy a full−sized bolt−action sporting rifle, why would you choose 308 over
30−06? The 308 is now equivalent of yesterday's 30−06, but still it lacks the versatility of the larger round.
Why pay the same price for something less?
We recently had a curious dust−up down in the Phoenix area in which this goblin kidnaped a girl on a parking
lot, ran off with her, committed rape, then shot her several times and left her for dead. He then wandered into
the house of a previous employer and announced he was going to kill everybody in sight. The householder, a
woman as it happens, proceeded to shoot him very dead. To us this seems to be a great story, but not to the
Phoenix press, which did its best to ignore the whole thing. Instead of pinning a medal on this woman, they
dropped the subject. You see, it is not acceptable to fight back in this curious time. If you fight back and lose
(which is unlikely), you may get some notice, but if you fight back and win, the media would rather not hear
about it.
Family member Tom Russell reports discovering on the range a fellow shooter who was operating not one but
two bull guns, one in 223 and one in 7 Magnum. Now hardly anyone really needs a bull gun, and, if he does,
he hardly needs two. And if he does need two, what does he want with a 223? This all takes us back to this
notion of the current imperative to get rid of your cash. Who asks why? Just buy something!
As it is now the fashion to make up lists of outstanding performers of the previous century, we note that
National Review, a periodical for which we have the greatest respect, named Don Budge as "The Athlete of
the 20th Century." By amazing coincidence, my father and I just happened to be at Wimbledon on the
occasion when Budge defeated Baron Gottfried von Cramm of Germany in a spectacular cliffhanger resulting
in the world championship. I remember being awed by the experience, and I was gratified to discover that the
occasion has not been forgotten. Don Budge, American, tennis, Athlete of the Century. Yes, indeed!
It appears that many shooters do not understand about the evolution of the Modern Technique of Pistolcraft −
nor, as to that, about the technique itself. Herewith a quick synopsis:
In the beginning the pistol was a cavalry weapon − an attempt to extend the reach of both saber and lance.
Thus it was a tool to be used with one hand, the other being needed to control the horse. Quickly, however, it
was discovered to be the equalizer, as effective afoot as ahorse. Despite this, its ancestry ruled for a couple of
centuries, and armies continued to regard it as one−handed clear up into the late twentieth century.
Then came practical shooting, the revolution, and the one−hand gun evolved into the two−hand gun. The
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revolution was born in Southern California, at Big Bear Lake, and I know about it because I was intimately
involved in it.
When recovering from a shattered radius at the Marine Corps Base in Quantico in 1947, I "audited" the FBI
Academy and ran right into what the Bureau called its "Practical Pistol Course," which, while hardly practical,
was a great step forward from conventional target shooting. In company with Howie Tatt (then captain, later
colonel) I dreamed up a military course of fire for the pistol which was especially suited for infantrymen of all
grades whose duties precluded the packing of a rifle − drivers, mechanics, tankers, artillerymen, staff officers,
etc. Target shooting did not do this. We sought improvement.
But the war ended, and as a civilian (sort of) I wound up at Big Bear Lake in California, where I continued to
play around with the practical pistol. Contests were organized, beginning with a straightforward quick−draw
match called "The Leatherslap," which everyone enjoyed and became an annual event. Contestants wanted
more, so a monthly program began which emphasized variety and realism. No two matches could be held in
the same year, and the challenges should replicate actual gunfights − so far as practical.
The creative genius was Jack Weaver, a deputy sheriff and pistol hobbyist, who observed, thought it over, and
concluded that two hands are better than one. He placed seventh the first year, then came back the second year
and wiped us out. Some were using the cowboy hip−shot, some the Applegate "instinctive" method, and I was
shooting one−handed long−point from the target range. Jack walloped us all − and decisively − using a
six−inch Smith K−38. He was very quick and he did not miss. And, of course, he shot from the Weaver
Stance, which was, and is, the way to go.
So when I began to teach pistolcraft, first at Big Bear, then at Gunsite, I emphasized variety, realism, and the
Weaver Stance. I thought that I covered the subject, but I ran into a theoretical obstacle. I discovered that there
is a basic divergence in purpose between the amateur and the professional. The amateur seeks excellence. The
professional seeks adequacy. The hobbyist shooter wants to be better. The cop wants to be good enough.
When we remember that real gunfights take place at very short range − across the room − and that there is
usually plenty of time, we see that the brilliant pistolcraft evident in competition is perhaps irrelevant. Far
more important is attitude, the state of mind necessary to do what is needful when the time arises. The best
shot in the world is helpless if he doesn't want to shoot. And thereby hangs the tale. We can teach you how to
shoot. We cannot teach you how to react to a lethal emergency. Recently a young woman was ordered to
stand by while an assailant proceeded to bind her escort, presumably preliminary to rape. She then pulled a
pistol out of the attacker's belt and killed him with it. We don't know if she was a good shot. It doesn't matter.
In reviewing the ample array of new service pistols, we note that very few seem concerned with the
configuration of the handle. The 1911 is too big for many hands. At school I have discovered it is too big for
50 percent of women's hands and about 25 percent of men's. This means that the purpose in improving the
configuration of the 1911 should be reduction in the size of the butt, not in increasing it. A double−column
magazine serves little purpose in a street fight, but a slim−line version of the pistol is much easier for a good
many people to manage. It took me a while to discover this because I have a reasonably large hand and can
manage the 1911 as it stands without trouble: but then I am right−handed, so the absence of a left−handed
Steyr Scout does not trouble me until I think in the big picture. We are at work on the problem of slim−lining
the 1911, and we will keep you posted on this development.
In the recent rifle class we ran across something that was rather shocking. It seems the dealer in question
simply ordered a Remington 700, bolted a telescope topside and sold it without any sort of tuning or check up.
The weapon rattled like a Toonerville trolley when shaken and gave the class to understand that the
Remington 700 is a dog. This, of course, is not true, but you really should tighten the screws before you take it
out on the range. Apparently, nobody told the customer that, and Master John Gannaway, who was in charge
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of that end of the line, coined the condemnation "AAR" (awful in all respects).
Family member Michel Röthlisberger of Switzerland suggests the following propaganda pronouncement:
"Shooters do not commit crimes." That, of course, is obviously true, but think how it would shake up all those
poor underprivileged types in Great Britain or New Jersey. The concept is beyond their comprehension, or so
it would appear.
In the recent class we encountered a very peculiar item − a "municipal Scout." I noticed the piece on assembly
and asked the presumed owner why he happened to get the item in black. His answer was, his department
bought three of them and ordered them all in black for departmental purposes. A departmental Scout! Is that
what we are doing with the city tax money? It is not easy to explain why a policeman needs a rifle of any
kind, but it can be done. Why he needs an expensive rifle − a radical improvement − is somewhat harder. I did
not ask, but I suspect that the squad cars in this friend's town are all Porsches.
"Better a dinosaur than a cockroach."
The Guru
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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April, 2000

Springtime 2000
The blossoms are at their best and the buds show promise of an excellent fruit year. We had very little winter,
but we look forward now to a furiously active spring and early summer, both here and abroad.
Construction proceeds apace here at the ranch, and though we are not quite ready yet for the new era, we will
do our very best to bring things up to scratch as rapidly as the new construction will allow. We have
conducted one Master Series Rifle class already, and are set to do a pistol session next week. There will be
more of these as the year passes, and we hope each one will be better than the last. I plan to be imparting
classic Gunsite doctrine, as perfected in the past, with the masterful help of our Master Series faculty. A
number of critics have called in to explain to Colonel Bob Young that we have the message all wrong, and
they, as former members of various sorts of special forces units, stand ready to step in here and straighten us
out. On the matter of marksmanship doctrine we are not inflexible, but we wish to be convinced in person by
those who claim to be able to show us the right path. The core issue in combat weaponcraft remains the
combat mind−set, as always. We study this matter continuously from the field, preferably by means of first
hand experience, though to a lesser extent from press reports. Newsmen as a group do not understand fighting,
though they show no reticence in pretending to, but we at least can get things like time, date and number from
their reports. (Isn't it fascinating that the news people are so concerned with the caliber of smallarms and the
mechanical nature of repeating actions? This seems to be a new thing, as I do not remember this degree of
technical preoccupation before.)
There will be a hiatus now as we head off for Africa again for a period of several weeks. Sorry about that, but
we will be able to bring back various interesting anecdotes and observations upon our return.
Here at Gunsite we have always been more interested in the performance of the individual than of the group.
When the individual shooter is shown that his individual performance can be brought to near perfection, we
feel that we have done our job. Sad to say, there are those who remain convinced that fighting is correctly and
exclusively a state function, and that the individual citizen has no business learning how to involve himself in
it. This notion is widespread but fortunately not universal, and thus we stay in business.
We ask again if you have any interest in a "Safari Prep," course as we hear continuously from Africa that it is
customary for the usual African sportsman to manifest truly shocking incompetence in many important areas.
We will not put on a Safari Prep course in 2000, but we will set one up for 2001 if the world is still in one
piece by that time.
It would seem obvious by now that if you want to get the most out of your Gunsite rifle instruction you should
bring a Steyr Scout to work with. Hits are achieved by the shooter, not the rifle, but why not make it easy on
yourself?
The rejection of basic American tradition by the (British−owned) firm of Smith & Wesson is irritating but not
unexpected. It does appear that the company is in the process of phasing itself out of business, but then it has
not been a true leader in the sidearms field for some time. I suppose those of us who pioneered the modern
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technique of the pistol may be held responsible for the gradual abandonment of the revolver principle in
American law enforcement circles. Years ago I might have thought better of this development than I do now.
Certainly the self−loader is a more efficient sidearm than the wheel−gun, but it has brought about the
flowering of the "spray−and−pray" principle, to the intense disgust of all serious shooters. Seen in this light, it
may very well be that the police should have stuck with the revolver.
Getting information off the Internet is like getting a glass of water from Niagara Falls, according to Arthur C.
Clarke. Maybe he has a point there.
"Thought control." We thought we were fighting against it, as exemplified by Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin, but
now a strident cadre of busybodies is doing its best to inflict it upon us. No person of dignity will submit to
being told how to think, but dignity has all but gone out of style in The Age of the Common Man. Freedom of
speech may be guaranteed by the First Amendment to the Constitution, but that does not mean that we
exercise it. Just try calling a spade a spade and see what happens!
May it be suggested that a man who does not hunt is like a woman who does not cook? Okay, I said it and I
am glad!
The Gunsite gunsmithy is now at work on the production of a custom clone of the 1911, built to my
specifications on a Springfield frame. Eighty of these pistols will be produced and serialized 0 through 80 in
gold out of respect for my venerable 80 years. (Note, this is not to be confused with the announced Gunsite
Service Pistol 2000, which is similar but not the same.)
I intend to take a few of these new fangled "spray point" bronze bullets on a forthcoming pig hunt in South
Carolina. According to photos that I saw at the SHOT Show, this bullet configuration combines radial tissue
disruption with full penetration in a very unusual way. Of course, I first have to find the pig.
Note that there is no such thing as a "wall of separation" between church and state stipulated in this country.
We do not have it and we do not need it. What we may need, however, is a wall of separation between school
and state. The state has no business brain washing our children, despite the fact that that seems to be what it
does at this time, or attempts to do. Education is not the state's business.
Recently a certain ineptizoid got stuck in the rocks up on Camelback Mountain near Phoenix. He was
rapelling down when he discovered to his astonishment that he had run out of rope. Municipal rescue attempts
were able to fetch him down off the rocks without damage, but now the question arises as to who is to blame
for this mishap. (According to modern sociology no victim can be responsible for anything.) It occurs to us
that some smart accident attorney might bring suit against the rope maker for making the rope too short. That
idea is not sillier than many we have seen as The Age of the Wimp carries on.
"Yes, we did produce a near perfect republic, but will they keep it, or will they, in the
enjoyment of plenty, lose the memory of freedom? Material abundance without character is
the surest way to destruction."
Thomas Jefferson
I suppose you know that the British have recalled all of their SA 80 service rifles, which were discovered to
be unreliable in operation under severe conditions of dust and precipitation. That piece was apparently British
designed, but insufficiently tested before adoption. The SA 80 took the now standard 223 cartridge, which
never should have been adopted by any serious military power.
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Which brings us to the subject of poor old General Pinochet of Chile. This man saved his country almost
single handedly from communism, but that in itself is largely a negative attribute in the eyes of the
international left.
After some period of examination it appears that the European Union is a rather evil organization. The Swiss
have been trying to avoid entanglement with it, but they are pretty well surrounded. It seems that the EU has
now decided to ostracize Austria, presumably because the Austrians are not terrified of the ghost of Hitler.
The members of the EU are evidently not terrified by the ghost of Stalin − but that is another matter.
We have given the matter a good deal of thought here at Gunsite, and our conclusion is that a prospective
hunter of big game should put between one and two hundred rounds through the weapon he intends to take
afield before taking off. This could prove somewhat burdensome if your weapon of choice is a 416 (at $6.00 a
shot), but then we have never been very much impressed by the 416. If you choose to hunt with a really heavy
rifle, you must be prepared to face up to the expense. Of course you can practice with a lesser round without
losing too much in the way of preparation. One option might be to put in your 200 rounds with your 308 and
about 40 rounds with your heavy. Not many of us shoot a lot of buffalo, so this does not seem to be a serious
problem.
You all saw those pictures of Mozambique under water. We hear from our good friends in the eastern
Transvaal that no serious damage has been done, away from the Zambezi Delta. We expect to be down that
way next month and should wind up with some pretty good sea stories on this subject.
Family member Ted Ajax has put forth a nomination for the Waffenpösselhaft award for 2000. This is a
gadget which sets up an additional barrel and action for your M16, but which takes the 50−caliber BMG
cartridge. Just what one might do with a piece of this sort is by no means clear, but as we have often
mentioned, if you ask what a weapon is for you may make a lot of enemies.
We can report no progress on the matter of an idealized sight system for the Scout rifle. Conversation is
friendly, but progress is not forthcoming. "These things take time," I was once told in Austria. I believe it.
An Australian correspondent has introduced us to a creature we had not run across in all our wanderings. This
is nicknamed the "Borneo beetle" by the Australian Air Force people, and it is pretty alarming. It hangs out in
trees at the edge of clearings and walkways. When it detects approaching movement on the part of a creature
of any size, it launches to the attack. If a target is small, like say a song bird, it kills it in the air with its
powerful mandibles and devours what nourishment it can find from the wreckage on the ground. If it hits
something too big, like say a man, it rips out a piece of meat as large as it can handle, about the size of a small
French fry, and flies off with it. This can be pretty annoying to the troops, who were forced to resort to a
stratagem. On field exercises they would pack pockets full of steel hex nuts. When the troops heard one of
these assault bugs approaching (which was not too difficult because his flight was noisy), they would throw a
hex nut in the air in front of him. With luck he would grab the nut, and finding it too heavy to carry, he would
be forced to land, prey in hand. This little beasty would seem to be an excellent target for a 22 shot round, but,
of course, the troops did not have such things at hand while on duty in Borneo. I suppose a badminton racket
would be a handy defensive instrument under these circumstances, but here again we do not usually pack
badminton rackets in our jungle warfare kits.
The Borneo beetle seems to be a most interesting creature. Perhaps we should cruise down there and
investigate.
In this era of the decay of good English usage, we point out that the terms woman and lady are not
inter−changeable. "Woman" is a specific definition, similar to "cow," "mare," or "hen." "Lady," on the other
hand, is an honorific, the feminine equivalent of "Lord." Consider, for example, the significance between the
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adjectives "womanly," "girlish" and "ladylike." Not the same, are they?
Pop English may truly be a lost cause. I have gone back and scanned several volumes of my collection of
Edgar Rice Burroughs (Tarzan, etc.) And then I compare the usage in these pieces to that in modern
journalism. I need to make no corrections, either typographical or grammatical, in any of the Tarzan books or
their companions. They may be considered juvenile by some standards, but reading them carefully is a good
way to improve your English.
More or less by accident, we recently ran across a small snippet at the end of a movie in which we discovered
the world's greatest marksman. The name is Whoopi Goldberg (!). This one can shoot any sort of firearm,
under any sort of pressure, from any position, against the clock, without sights − and she never misses! We
heard she also took third prize in the Ugly Woman contest. Show business is marvelous indeed!
"Under the administration of Rhodes, there were the fewest laws, the widest freedom, the
least crime, and the truest justice I have ever seen in any part of the world."
Frederick Russell Burnham
Burnham was writing at about the turn of the 20th century, but we have made much progress since then,
haven't we?
We hear of another croc hit up in Chobe. It seems this lad was walking down to the river bank to do his
laundry. He was a tourist, not a local, or he would have known better. The way these innocents wander around
the world with no understanding of nature or life in general is what we used to call a scandal for the jay birds.
Well, at least they will not reproduce, and I guess that is all to the good.
In keeping track of special agent Lon Horiuchi, we note that the television people are understandably reluctant
to show his face. After killing Vicki Weaver with one round to the face up at Ruby Ridge, he was put in
charge of a sniper team which went on down to Waco. Just what a sniper team might be good for in that
action is not clear, but Horiuchi has maintained that his team never fired a shot at that time. Recently released
television coverage of that action shows four empty cartridge cases on the ground at the sniper post occupied
by Horiuchi and his team. Apparently, someone else came in after the battle and dropped the four empties at
the spot where Horiuchi was located. If he says no shots were fired, I guess no shots were fired. After all,
Agent Horiuchi is a West Point graduate, and we can trust him implicitly.
We suggest that you do not bring to school here any equipment which requires batteries to operate it. (That is
apart from your ordinary flashlight.) These dry cells have a marvelous way of being dead when you need
them. A friend of Colonel Bob Young had the job of replenishing dry cells in the Gulf War. He spent all of his
time in his helicopter racing from one point to another dumping off sacks full of dry cells, some of which
worked.
I am sure you all caught the story of that excellent performance by a teacher in a class beset by some loony
student with a pistol. Where her male opposite number in the other room hysterically told all of his students to
hit the deck, and did so himself, our heroine just walked up to the perpetrator and took the pistol away from
him. This girl has earned the Gunsite silver medal for common sense. Way to go, teach!
For those planning to come to the new Gunsite this year, we have several suggestions. First, get in shape.
Second, do not bring a nipping dog to the campground. Third, do not bring a pistol which cannot be cocked.
Fourth, read the book.
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A correspondent recently sent us a novel he had written on the subject of the breakdown of liberty in this
country. This work was fiction and, as you might suppose, it included a good deal of high−toned violence,
including gunfire. The trouble is, the author evidently has never been in a fight and knows nothing about the
mechanics of fighting. He gets his cartridges and calibers right, but he probably got those simply out of
reading gun magazines. He does not, however, know what happens when a man gets shot. I suppose there are
fewer and fewer of those who do understand about this, as our wars recede into the past. Still the number of
street fights which occur regularly in today's embattled society would seem to provide enough observation to
clean up this matter. My suggestion is that if an author chooses to write about street violence, either with
firearms or without, he send his typescript to somebody who has been there for a technical review.
As I write this, I look forward to bison short ribs for dinner tonight, prepared as the Countess can prepare
them. I reflect that we should shoot bison more often. It may not provide the best venison in the world, but if
our experience can be useful, it is certainly among the best. Moreover, you may collect about 400 pounds per
shot fired.
Historian and family member Barrett Tillman discovers that there are more than 30 incidents involving the
1911 pistol in which the Medal of Honor was awarded. That instrument represents a triumph of design, and it
was just one of John Browning's triumphs. Oddly enough, John Browning never heard a shot fired in anger.
(But then, Beethoven was deaf.)

FINN AAGAARD
1932 − 2000
With deep sadness we must report the death of our dear friend Finn − hunter, rifleman, author, distinguished
outdoorsman and Gunsite family member. Finn was a Norseman who became a PH in Kenya in its great days
and then resettled in Texas after the demise of tropical Africa.
In the US he wrote freelance for various shooting periodicals and his work was remarkable for both modesty
and absolute honesty − qualities somewhat rare in "specialty journalism."
We had the pleasure of taking the field with Finn on a several occasions in Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico.
He was a splendid companion and we will miss him sorely.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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Special Edition
What follows is a special extra issue of the Commentaries. It has nothing to do with guns or shooting, so those
of you who have only those interests may choose to set it aside. What it does discuss, however, is more
important. This is the dire state of what is currently called "higher education" in the United States, but which
may be more properly called "social censorship," or Thought Control. In today's academia there is apparently
only one side of any important question. The result is sociological taboo, and it must be exposed as just that.
So let's get with it!
http://www.reason.com/0003/fe.ak.thought.html

REASON March 2000
Thought Reform 101
The Orwellian implications of today's college orientation
By Alan Charles Kors
At Wake Forest University last fall, one of the few events designated as "mandatory" for freshman orientation
was attendance at Blue Eyed, a filmed racism awareness workshop in which whites are abused, ridiculed,
made to fail, and taught helpless passivity so that they can identify with "a person of color for a day." In
Swarthmore College's dormitories, in the fall of 1998, first−year students were asked to line up by skin color,
from lightest to darkest, and to step forward and talk about how they felt concerning their place in that line.
Indeed, at almost all of our campuses, some form of moral and political re−education has been built into
freshman orientation and residential programming. These exercises have become so commonplace that most
students do not even think of the issues of privacy, rights, and dignity involved.
A central goal of these programs is to uproot "internalized oppression," a crucial concept in the diversity
education planning documents of most universities. Like the Leninists' notion of "false consciousness," from
which it ultimately is derived, it identifies as a major barrier to progressive change the fact that the victims of
oppression have internalized the very values and ways of thinking by which society oppresses them. What
could workers possibly know, compared to intellectuals, about what workers truly should want? What could
students possibly know, compared to those creating programs for offices of student life and residence, about
what students truly should feel? Any desire for assimilation or for individualism reflects the imprint of white
America's strategy for racial hegemony.
In 1991 and 1992 both The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal published surveys of freshman
orientations. The Times observed that "orientation has evolved into an intense... initiation" that involves
"delicate subjects like... date rape [and] race relations, and how freshmen, some from small towns and tiny
high schools, are supposed to deal with them." In recent years, public ridicule of "political correctness" has
made academic administrators more circumspect about speaking their true minds, so one should listen
carefully to the claims made for these programs before colleges began to spin their politically correct agendas.
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Tony Tillman, in charge of a mandatory "Social Issues" orientation at Dartmouth, explained in the Journal
that students needed to address "the various forms of `isms': sexism, racism, classism," all of which were
interrelated. Oberlin "educated" its freshmen about "differences in race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender, and
culture," with separate orientations for blacks, Hispanics, gays and lesbians, and Americans of Asian descent.
Columbia University sought to give its incoming students the chance "to reevaluate [and] learn things," so that
they could rid themselves of "their own social and personal beliefs that foster inequality." Katherine Balmer,
assistant dean for freshmen at Columbia, explained to the Times that "you can't bring all these people
together... without some sort of training."
Greg Ricks, multicultural educator at Stanford (after similar stints at Dartmouth and Harvard), was frank
about his agenda: "White students need help to understand what it means to be white in a multicultural
community... For the white heterosexual male who feels disconnected and marginalized by multiculturalism,
we've got to do a lot of work here." Planning for New Student Week at Northwestern University, a member of
the Cultural Diversity Project Committee explained to the Weekly Northwestern Review in 1989 that the
committee's goal was "changing the world, or at least the way [undergraduates] perceive it." In 1993, Ana
Maria Garcia, assistant dean of Haverford College, proudly told the Philadelphia Inquirer of official freshman
dormitory programs there, which divided students into two groups: happy, unselfish Alphas and grim,
acquisitive Betas. For Garcia, the exercise was wonderfully successful: "Students in both groups said the
game made them feel excluded, confused, awkward, and foolish," which, for Garcia, accomplished the
purpose of Haverford's program: "to raise student awareness of racial and ethnic diversity."
In the early 1990s, Bryn Mawr College shared its mandatory "Building Pluralism" program with any school
that requested it. Bryn Mawr probed the most private experiences of every first−year student: difference and
discomfort; racial, ethnic, and class experiences; sexual orientation; religious beliefs. By the end of this
"orientation," students were devising "individual and collective action plans" for "breaking free" of "the cycle
of oppression" and for achieving "new meaning" as "change agents." Although the public relations savvy of
universities has changed since the early 1990s, these programs proliferate apace.
The darkest nightmare of the literature on power is George Orwell's 1984, where there is not even an interior
space of privacy and self. Winston Smith faces the ultimate and consistent logic of the argument that
everything is political, and he can only dream of "a time when there were still privacy, love, and friendship,
and when members of a family stood by one another without needing to know the reason."
Orwell did not know that as he wrote, Mao's China was subjecting university students to "thought reform,"
known also as "re−education," that was not complete until children had denounced the lives and political
morals of their parents and emerged as "progressive" in a manner satisfactory to their trainers. In the diversity
education film Skin Deep, a favorite in academic "sensitivity training," a white student in his third day of a
"facilitated" retreat on race, with his name on the screen and his college and hometown identified, confesses
his family's inertial Southern racism and, catching his breath, says to the group (and to the thousands of
students who will see this film on their own campuses), "It's a tough choice, choosing what's right and
choosing your family."
Political correctness is not the end of human liberty, because political correctness does not have power
commensurate with its aspirations. It is essential, however, to understand those totalizing ambitions for what
they are. O'Brien's re−education of Winston in 1984 went to the heart of such invasiveness. "We are not
content with negative obedience... When finally you surrender to us, it must be of your own free will." The
Party wanted not to destroy the heretic but to "capture his inner mind." Where others were content to
command "Thou shalt not" or "Thou shalt," O'Brien explains, "Our command is `Thou art.'" To reach that end
requires "learning... understanding [and] acceptance," and the realization that one has no control even over
one's inner soul. In Blue Eyed, the facilitator, Jane Elliott, says of those under her authority for the day, "A
new reality is going to be created for these people." She informs everyone of the rules of the event: "You have
no power, absolutely no power." By the end, broken and in tears, they see their own racist evil, and they love
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Big Sister.
The people devoted to remolding the inner lives of undergraduates are mostly kind and often charming
individuals. At the Fourth Annual National Conference on People of Color in Predominantly White
Institutions, held at and sponsored by the University of Nebraska last October, faculty and middle−level
administrators of student life from around the country complained and joked about their low budgets,
inadequate influence, and herculean tasks.
Their papers and interviews reveal an ideologically and humanly diverse crowd, but they share certain
assumptions and beliefs, most of which are reasonable subjects for debate, but none of which should provide
campuses with freshman agendas: America is an unjust society. Drop−out rates for students of color reflect a
hostile environment and a lack of institutional understanding of identity and culture. What happens in the
classroom is inadequate preparation for thinking correctly about justice and oppression.
They also share views that place us directly on the path of thought reform: White students desperately need
formal "training" in racial and cultural awareness. The moral goal of such training should override white
notions of privacy and individualism. The university must become a therapeutic and political agent of
progressive change.
Handouts at the Nebraska conclave illustrated this agenda. Irma Amirall−Padamsee, the associate dean of
student relations and the director of multicultural affairs at Syracuse University, distributed the Office of
Multicultural Affairs' brochure. Its "philosophy" presupposes that students live "in a world impacted by
various oppression issues," including "racism." "OMA's role," it announced, "is to provide the... leadership
needed to encourage our students... to grow into individuals willing to take a proactive stance against
oppression in all its shapes."
Molly Tovar, who has done this sort of work both at the University of Oklahoma and at Oklahoma State
University, passed out a 22−page guide she co−authored, "How to Build and Implement a Comprehensive
Diversity Plan." The guide explains the three "kinds of attitudes" that agents of cultural change will face: "The
Believers," who are "cooperative; excited; participative; contributive"; "The Fence Straddlers," who are
"suspicious; observers; cautious; potentially open−minded"; and "The Skeptics," who are "critical; passive
aggressive; isolated; traditional."
Ronnie Wooten, of Northern Illinois University, distributed a handout, "Inclusive Classroom Matters." It
adapts a variety of common academic sources on multiculturalism, including a set of "guidelines" on how to
"facilitate learning about those who are different from you." The students in this "inclusive classroom" would
have to abandon what might be their sincere inner beliefs, replacing them with such professions of faith as
"We will assume that people (both the groups we study and the members of the class) always do the best that
they can." The guidelines make it clear that one may not restrict one's changes to the intellectual: "We will
address the emotional as well as the cognitive content of the course material. We will work to break down the
fears that prohibit communication."
Sharon Ulmar, assistant to the chancellor for diversity and equal opportunity at the University of Nebraska at
Omaha, handed out a flyer titled "Can [A] Diversity Program Create Behavior Changes?" Her program's mode
of self−evaluation was to measure "the number of participants that took action based upon the awareness they
learned from [the] program." Among the units of "awareness" successfully acquired were the following (some
of which surely might strike one as more problematic than others): "gays and lesbians no different than [sic]
others"; "handicap accessibility is for those who are handicaped [sic]"; "difficult to make a decision about
own beliefs when others are watching"; "module allowed participant to witness subtle behaviors instead of
hearing about it"; and the ineffably tautological "understanding commonalities of each individual may be
similar to yours."
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Denise Bynes, program coordinator for Adelphi University's Center for African−American Studies Programs,
distributed a "Conflict Resolution Styles Questionnaire" for students, all of whom are to be categorized at the
end as one of the following: "competing, avoiding, accommodating, compromising, and collaborating." The
handout also presents the "basic values" of each American ethnic group. For white Americans, these are
"Freedom/liberty/privacy; equality/fairness; achievement/success; individualism/self−interest; economical use
of time; comfort." For African−Americans, "Ethnic pride, heritage, history; kinship bonds/family/motherhood;
equality/fairness; achievement; respect; religion/spirituality." For Asian−Americans, "Reciprocal social
duties; self−control/courtesy/dignity; devotion to parents; tradition (family, culture, the past); duty/hard
work/diligence." Each group also has its own particular "overview" of nature, logic, time, society, and
interpersonal relationships. Whites wish to "control" nature, for example; Hispanics, to live in "harmony" with
it; blacks, to "overcome" it; and Asians, to "be adjusted to" and "accept" it. Whites are "rational, logical,
analytical"; Hispanics, "rational, ethical"; blacks, "allegorical and synthetical"; and Asians, "intuitive, holistic,
tolerate inconsistencies."
According to a formal presentation by Bynes and her colleague at Adelphi, Hinda Adele Barlaz, all of these
materials were acquired during "training" by the US Department of Justice Community Relations Service, a
program so effective that "it was very hard to get any of the other white members of the committee [Barlaz
was white] to go for the training that the Department of Justice provided free of charge. The white members of
the [Adelphi Prejudice Reduction] Committee had been so alienated by the training that they didn't want to go
back."
What do these presenters in Nebraska, typical of those now governing offices of student life and residence,
believe about the re−education of our college students? The keynote speaker at the conference was Carlos
Muñoz, professor of ethnic studies at the University of California at Berkeley. He explains in an interview that
to create an appropriate environment on campus, one has "to do as much outreach as possible away from the
classroom, into the dorms, into the places where students live." Such work should begin during freshman
orientation, continue throughout a college experience, and be mandatory.
Amirall−Padamsee from Syracuse argues that "students of color need to be nurtured as insightful leaders of
our community" and that "they must be formally trained in anti−oppression theory and related skill building."
"White students," in turn, "have to be trained as allies in change." (Ally is a code word in sensitivity training
circles. As the "diversity facilitator" Hugh Vasquez of the Todos Institute explains in a widely used manual,
an "ally" is someone from "the dominant group" who is aware of and articulates his unmerited privilege and
who intervenes on behalf of mistreated groups.)
The goal of such training, according to Amirall−Padamsee, is "to produce graduates who are individuals
committed to educational and social justice, and not just a tolerance of, but a validating of difference." To
accomplish that she says, "we need to define and implement ways to translate education to behavioral
change." In addition, she boasts, she has access to federal work−study funds, and she uses that position − and
her capacity to dismiss people − "to try to make a positive change in the way that the student is thinking."
Tovar, formerly of Oklahoma State University and now at the University of Oklahoma, declares in an
interview at the conference that "at OSU we have all kinds of sensitivity training." She describes an incident
involving fraternity brothers who had been disrespectful of Native American culture: They ended up
"incredibly emotional... These fraternity kids broke down." OSU also has mandatory multicultural freshman
orientation sessions.
Bynes, also the co−chairman of the Prejudice Reduction Committee at Adelphi University, says the
committee's emphasis is on training individuals how to interact "with a diverse student body," with "separate
training for students... [and] special sessions on student leadership training." This "cultural and racial
awareness training would benefit all members of the Adelphi community, both in their university and personal
lives." The committee would get people to talk about "`what I like about being so−and−so,' `what I dislike
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about being so−and−so,' and `the first time I encountered prejudice,'" all exercises that the facilitators had
been shown and had experienced in their own "training" by the Justice Department.
Bynes is a kind, accomplished, candid, and well−meaning woman. As she explains, "White people must
have... sensitivity training... so that they can become aware of white privilege." Mandatory sensitivity training
ideally should include both students and faculty, but "there are things that we can't dictate to the faculty
because of the fact that they have a union."
There are painful ironies in these attempts at thought reform. Individual identity lies at the heart of both
dignity and the flourishing of an ethnically heterogeneous society. Black students on American campuses
rightly decry any tendency of university police to stop students based on race. Their objections are not
statistical but moral: One is an individual, not an instance of blood or appearance. The assault on individual
identity was essential to the horror and inhumanity of Jim Crow laws, of apartheid, and of the Nuremberg
Race Laws. It is no less inhuman when undertaken by "diversity educators."
From the Inquisition to the political use of Soviet psychiatry, history has taught us to recoil morally from the
violation of the ultimate refuges of self−consciousness, conscience, and private beliefs. The song of the "peat
bog soldiers," sent by the Nazis to work until they died, was "Die Gedanken sind frei," "Thoughts Are Free,"
for that truly is the final atom of human liberty. No decent society or person should pursue another human
being there. Our colleges and universities do so routinely.
The desire to "train" individuals on issues of race and diversity has spawned a new industry of moral
re−education. Colleges and universities have been hiring diversity "trainers" or "facilitators" for 15 years, and
the most famous of them can command $35,000 for "cultural audits," $5,000 for sensitivity workshop
training, and a sliding scale of honoraria, some for not less than $3,000 per hour, for lectures.
This growing industry has its mountebanks, its careerists, its well−meaning zealots, and its sadists. The
categories often blur. Three of the most celebrated facilitators at the moment are Edwin J. Nichols, of Nichols
and Associates in Washington, DC; Hugh Vasquez, of the Todos Institute in Oakland, California; and Jane
Elliott, the Torquemada of thought reform. To examine their work is to see into the heart of American
re−education.
Nichols first came to the attention of critics of intrusive political correctness in 1990, when he led an infamous
"racial sensitivity" session at the University College of the University of Cincinnati. According to witnesses,
his exercise culminated in the humiliation of a blond, blue−eyed, young female professor, whom he ridiculed
as a "perfect" member of "the privileged white elite" who not only would win "a beauty contest" but even
"wore her string of pearls." The woman, according to these accounts, sat and sobbed. These contemporaneous
revelations did not harm Nichols' career.
According to the curriculum vitae sent by his firm, Nichols studied at Eberhardt−Karls Universität in
Tubingen, Germany, and at Leopold−Franzens Universität in Innsbruck, Austria, "where he received his
Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology and Psychiatry, cum laude" (a rare degree). In some publicity material,
he states that he founded a school of child psychology in Africa; at other times, he modestly withholds that
accomplishment.
Nichols' schedule of fees is almost as impressive as his schedule of thought reform. He charges $3,500 for a
three−hour "Basic Cultural Awareness Seminar," plus travel and per diem. For a plain old "Workshop," he
gets $4,000−$5,000 plus expenses. This makes his staple offering − a "Full Day Session (Awareness Seminar
and Workshop)" − a bargain at $5,000 plus expenses. For a "Cultural Audit," he gets $20,000−$35,000 (he
recently did one of these for the University of Michigan School of Medicine). The Bureau of Labor Statistics
at the Department of Labor paid him $15,000 for diversity training; the Environmental Protection Agency got
him cheaply at $12,000.
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Business is booming. Nichols has brought awareness to the employees of six cabinet departments, three
branches of the armed services, the Federal Reserve Bank, the Federal Aviation Administration, the Internal
Revenue Service, and the FBI; the Goddard Space Center, the Naval Air Warfare Center, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, and NASA; the Office of Personnel Management, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
and the Social Security Administration. He has enlightened city and county governments, whole school
systems, various state government departments, labor unions, several prestigious law firms, and the
Archdiocese of Baltimore. His clients include "Fortune 500 Corporations, foreign governments, parastatals,
associations, health and mental health systems," and he has been a consultant to offices of "The British
Commonwealth of Nations" and "organizations in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Japan, Latin America...
Singapore, Malaysia, and China." He has a very long list of academic clients, and he was a centerpiece of
Johns Hopkins' 1999 freshman orientation.
What does Nichols believe? He believes that culture is genetically determined, and that blacks, Hispanics, and
descendants of non−Jewish Middle−Eastern tribes place their "highest value" on "interpersonal relationships."
In Africa, women are the equal of men. Whites were altered permanently by the Ice Age. They value objects
highly, not people. That is why white men commit suicide so frequently when they are downsized.
Nichols calls his science of value systems "axiology," and he believes that if managers and administrators
understand these cultural differences, they can manage more effectively, understanding why, according to
him, blacks attach no importance to being on time, while whites are compulsive about it. Whites are logical;
blacks are intuitive and empathetic. Whites are frigid; blacks are warm and spontaneous. Whites are
relentlessly acquisitive; nonwhites are in harmony with nature. White engineers, for example, care about their
part of something; Asian engineers, managers should know, care about the whole. Whites are linear;
nonwhites have a spiral conception of time. Nichols has a handout that he frequently uses. Whites, it explains,
"know through counting and measuring"; Native Americans learn through "oneness"; Hispanics and Arabs
"know through symbolic and imagery [sic]"; Asians "know through striving toward the transcendence [sic]."
Asking nonwhites to act white in the workplace is fatal to organizational harmony. Understanding cultural
axiology is essential to management for the 21st century. Now, reread his list of clients.
Two diversity training films widely used at major universities reveal the techniques and the characters of two
other leading thought reformers. Skin Deep, the 1996 film funded by the Ford Foundation, records an
encounter at a retreat between college students from around the country. The facilitators are not active in the
film, but the published guide tells you what they do and identifies their leader as Hugh Vasquez.
Skin Deep begins with ominous news clips from the major networks about "racial violence," "racism," "slurs,"
and "racist jokes" on campus. It announces that "at these training grounds for our future leaders, intolerance
has once again become a way of life." We meet white, Hispanic, black, and Asian−American students from
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, the University of California at Berkeley, and Texas A&M. The
whites have terrible stories to tell: They have grown up in white neighborhoods; their families have
prejudices; and they feel rejected by people of color. The people of color have terrible stories to tell: They
suffer frequent abuse in white America, and they are sick of it.
Neither group is typical of a college population. The whites, we gradually learn, have been members of
organizations working for racial understanding. The students of color all use terms like "allies," suggesting
that they've been through sessions like this before. There is a Jewish woman who objects to being thrown into
the nightly "white caucus," where she doesn't really belong. She also anguishes over whether all of the things
she has been told at the encounter about the Jewish role in the suffering of people of color are true. (Vasquez
responds candidly to an inquiry on this, revealing that some of those allegations were outright anti−Semitic,
and that the Jewish girl was looking for "allies" who would not "scapegoat" Jews.) In short, the white students
talk about the stereotypes they have learned, and the students of color reflect deeply on the cruelty of race in
America.
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When white students initially suggest that they personally did not do terrible things, the students of color fire
back with both barrels. A first reply goes immediately to the heart of the matter: "One thing that you must
definitely understand is that we're discussing how this country was founded, and because you are a white
male, people are going to hate you." A black student explains, more patiently: "Things are going on presently:
the IMF, presently; the World Bank, presently; NAFTA, presently; Time Warner, presently; the diamond
factories, presently; reservations, presently; ghettos, presently; barrios, presently. Slavery still exists."
(Diamond factories?) The Chicana, Judy, lets them know that "I will not stop being angry, and I will not be
less angry or frustrated to accommodate anybody. You whites have to understand because we have been
oppressed for 2,000 years. And if you take offense, so?" (Two thousand years?) And from Khanh, a bitter
Vietnamese student: "White people need to hear that white people are very affected by internalized racism...
As a person of color growing up in this society, I was taught to hate myself and I did hate myself. If you're a
white person, you were taught to love yourself... If you don't know that you have shit in your head, you'll
never deal with racism."
By the end, the students of color have had the grace to state that if the white students become real "allies,"
their victims can let go of their anger a bit. White students have come to realize that the pieties their parents
taught them, such as an honest day's pay for an honest day's work, apply only to whites in America.
In short, what moves the film (and American thought reform) is a denial of individual identity and
responsibility, an insistence on group victimization and rights, and the belief that America is an almost
uniquely iniquitous place in the world, without opportunity, legal equality, or justice. "I want you to know,"
an Hispanic male explains, "that because of the system, my cousin was shot... and then another cousin was
shot." The tribalism of the exploited Third World expresses a core truth: You are your blood and history. Let
the children of the guilty denounce their parents. Let the victims stake their claims. Let the cultural revolution
begin.
Vasquez is a frank and warm man by e−mail. He explains that the filmmaker never showed the facilitators
because she wanted to focus solely on the students, but that "it took a great deal of planning and structure and
facilitation to make what happened happen." In his own mind, he was devoted to eliminating "blame, ridicule,
judgements, guilt, and shame" among all of the students in the group, and he sounds sincere when he writes
that his goal is to eliminate "individual and institutional mistreatment of any group or culture." But his effect,
whatever his intention, is frightening, atavistic, and irrational, and his means are deeply intrusive.
Americans surely need to study, discuss, and debate, frankly, matters of race and ethnicity. Reasonable people
disagree on profound questions. Some of the issues are empirical: Is aversion to difference acquired above all
from culture or evolution? Should we be more startled by America's success in creating a nation of diverse
backgrounds or by the difficulties it has in doing so?
Some of the issues are moral and political: Should we favor legal equality with differential outcomes or
equality of outcomes even at the price of legal inequality? Are today's whites responsible for the crimes of
19th−century Southern slave owners? What are the benefits and costs of a society based on individual
responsibility? These are not issues for indoctrination. Indeed, they do not even reflect everyone's chosen
intellectual or moral agenda, and free individuals choose such agendas for themselves.
Vasquez's "Study Guide" for Skin Deep explains that the final goal of using the film in "colleges, high
schools, corporations, and the workplace" is to produce "action strategies and... networks for working against
racism," for which there is a page of strategy. The guide further explains the necessity of affirmative action,
the "myths" of reverse discrimination and balkanization, and the reality of white privilege. It teaches the need
for the privileged to become "allies" of the oppressed, and it focuses on the nightmare of "internalized
oppression." The internalization of oppression manifests itself in "self−doubt... fear of one's own power; an
urgent pull to assimilate; isolation from one's own group; self−blame for lack of success; [and] fighting over
the smallest slice of the economic pie."
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The guide also has a rare explicit endorsement of "political correctness," reminding facilitators that "language
was a prime factor" in the murder of 6 million Jews, that language perpetuates racism, and that it is wrong to
believe that "anything people say should be left alone simply because we all have the right to free speech...
The challenges to political correctness tend to come from those who want to be able to say anything without
repercussions." (He did not have Khanh in mind.)
Skin Deep is a kid's cartoon, however, compared to Jane Elliott's Blue Eyed. Elliott has been lionized by the
American media, including Oprah Winfrey, and she is widely employed by a growing number of universities.
Disney plans to make a movie of her life.
Blue Eyed arose from Elliott's elementary school class in Riceville, Iowa, where, starting in 1968, she inflicted
upon her dyslexic students an experience in which they were loathed or praised based upon their eye color.
According to Elliott, she was ostracized for this experiment, her own children were beaten and abused, and
her parents (who were racists, she informed a Dutch interviewer) were driven into isolation, bankruptcy, and
despair because they had raised "a nigger lover" (one of her favorite terms).
In her modest explanation, once news of her exercise with the children made it onto national television, the
people of Riceville feared that blacks across America would assume that everyone there was like Elliott and
would move to their town. To punish her for that, they stopped buying from her father. Elliott also revealed to
her Dutch interviewer that she abandoned teaching school in 1984 to devote herself full time to diversity
education, for which she receives $6,000 per day from "companies and governmental institutions."
In Blue Eyed, masochistic adults accept Elliott's two−and−a−half−hour exercise in sadism (reduced to 90
minutes of film), designed to make white people understand what it is to be "a person of color" in America.
To achieve this, she divides her group into stupid, lazy, shiftless, incompetent, and psychologically brutalized
"blue eyes," on the one hand, and clever and empowered "brown eyes," on the other. Some of the sadism is
central to the "game," but much is gratuitous, and it continues after the exercise has ended.
Elliott is unbearably tendentious and ignorant. To teach what an IQ test truly is, she gives the brown eyes half
of the answers to an impossible test before the blue eyes enter the room, explaining that, for people of color,
the IQ exam is "a test about which you know absolutely nothing." IQ tests only measure "white culture." They
are a means of "reinforcing our position of power," and "we do this all the time in public, private, and
parochial schools," using "culturally biased tests, textbooks, and pictures on the wall... for white people."
(Fortunately for Elliott, it appears there were no Asian−Americans or psychometricians in her group.)
Elliott often describes the 1990s as if they were the 1920s; indeed, in her view, nothing has changed in
America since the collapse of Reconstruction. Every day in the United States, she explains, white power keeps
black males in their place by calling them "boy" (two syllables, hissed), "and we do it to accomplished black
males over 70, and we get away with it." We tell blacks to assimilate, which means merely to "act white," but
when they try that, we put them in their place and change the rules. For example (this in 1995), whites now
are building up Colin Powell, but as soon as they build "this boy" up, they will kick him down. For Elliott, the
Powell boom was a conscious conspiracy to humiliate and disorient blacks.
She teaches her "blueys" with relish that protest accomplishes nothing, because if blacks protest, "we kill
them." It is not smart to speak up or act clever, which is why blacks appear passive and stupid. The lesson:
"You have no power, absolutely no power. ...Quit trying." Blacks might try to "win" on the inside, but it is
almost impossible to validate oneself when white society puts you down "all day, every day."
Even if a "bluey" understands the implications of the workshop, or even if a white woman understands male
prejudice, it bears no real relationship to the daily suffering of every black: "You do not live in the same
country as that [black] woman. You live in the USA, but you do not live in the same country as she does."
Blacks such as Shelby Steele (singled out by name), who speak of transcending race, delude themselves,
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because one might transcend one's skin color but never society's behavior: "All you can do is sit there and take
it." People call the exercise cruel, Elliott explains, but "I'm only doing this for one day to little white children.
Society does this to children of color every day." She stands over briefly assertive "blueys" and humiliates
them, explaining that if this makes you sick to your stomach for a few hours, now you understand why blacks
die younger.
In short, this is America, and there truly is no hope. Nothing ever changes. No one can succeed by effort.
Culture, society, and politics all are static. "White privilege" controls all agencies of power, influence, and
image, and uses all the means that arise from these to render "people of color" psychologically impotent,
confused, passive, and helpless. So either vent your hatred or assume your guilt.
There is no redemption except guilt, but there is a political moral. After "teaching" a "bluey" to submit totally
to her authority, she asks if that was a good lesson. The workshop thinks it was. No, she says with venom,
submission to tyranny is a terrible lesson, but "what I just did to him today Newt Gingrich is doing to you
every day... and you are submitting to that, submitting to oppression."
The facilitators' guide and publicity for Blue Eyed states things honestly: Elliott "does not intellectualize
highly emotionally charged or challenging topics... she uses participants' own emotions to make them feel
discomfort, guilt, shame, embarrassment, and humiliation." Facilitators are urged to use the raw emotions of
Blue Eyed (blueys do cry a lot) to tap the reactions of the viewers. They should not expect black participants
to "bleed on the floor for whites," but they should get whites to "stretch" and "take risks." The facilitators
should be prepared for very strong and painful emotions and memories from the participants. The ultimate
goal of the film: "It is not enough for white people to stop abusing people of color. All US people need a
personal vision for ending racism and other oppressive ideologies within themselves."
Elliott does mean everyone. In 1996, she told her audience at Kansas State University that all whites are
racists, whatever they believe about themselves: "If you want to see another racist, turn to the person on your
right. Now look at the person on your left." She also believes that blacks were in America 600 years before
whites. She told the students at Kansas State that if they were angry at her, they should write letters, but that
they must do so without paper, alphabet, or numbers, all of which were invented by people of color. Whites,
in Elliott's view, did have a certain creativity. Betraying a breathtaking ignorance of world history, she told
the Australian Internet magazine Webfronds in 1998 that "white people invented racism." Other than that,
however, whites were quite parasitic.
"You're all sitting here writing in a language [English] that white people didn't come up with," she told the
magazine. "You're all sitting here writing on paper that white people didn't invent. Most of you are wearing
clothes made out of cloth that white people didn't come up with. We stole those ideas from other people. If
you're a Christian, you're believing in a philosophy that came to us from people of color."
Jane Elliott has lived through revolutionary cultural changes without taking note of any. She teaches only
helplessness and despair to blacks and only blood−guilt and self−contempt to whites. She addresses no issue
with intellectual seriousness or purpose. She also is the reigning star in thought reform these days. On May 7,
1999, CBS News ran a feature on her that declared: "For over 30 years, Jane Elliott has waged a one−woman
campaign against racism in America." CBS might want to rethink the notion of "racism."
Even traditionalist campuses now permit the ideologues in their offices of student life to pursue individuals
into the last inner refuge of free men and women and to turn students over to trainers who want them to
change "within themselves." This is a return of in loco parentis, with a power unimagined in prior ages by the
poor souls who only tried to keep men and women from sleeping with each other overnight. It is the
university standing not simply in the place of parents but in the place of private conscience, identity, and
belief.
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From the evidence, most students tune it out, just as most students at most times generally have tuned out
abuses of power and diminutions of liberty. One should not take heart from that. Where students react, it is
generally with an anger that, ironically and sadly, exacerbates the balkanization of our universities. The more
social work we bring to our colleges and universities, the more segregated they become, and in the classifieds
of The Chronicle of Higher Education during the last few years, colleges and universities by the hundreds
have advertised for individuals to oversee "diversity education," "diversity training," and "sensitivity
training."
Orwell may have been profoundly wrong about the totalitarian effects of high technology, but he understood
full well how the authoritarians of this century had moved from the desire for outer control to the desire for
inner control. He understood that the new age sought to overcome what, in Julia's terms, was the ultimate
source of freedom for human beings: "They can't get inside you." Our colleges and universities hire trainers to
"get inside" American students.
Thought reform is making its way inexorably to an office near you. If we let it occur at our universities and
accept it passively in our own domains, then a people who defeated totalitarians abroad will surrender their
dignity, privacy, and conscience to the totalitarians within.
Alan Charles Kors <akors@sas.upenn.edu> is a professor of history at the University of
Pennsylvania, co−author of The Shadow University: The Betrayal of Liberty on America's
Campuses (Harper Collins), and president of FIRE, the Foundation for Individual Rights in
Education. He is indebted to Thor Halvorssen, executive director of FIRE, for the materials
and interviews from the Nebraska conference.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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May, 2000

Hooray For May!
So, by the grace of God and a great deal of luck, I made it to my 80th birthday. Certainly I never thought I'd
live to see the day. Whether being 80 years old is a good thing or not remains to be seen. Certainly the world
is full of marvelous things, and if human civilization is not one of them, there is truly a great deal left over to
enjoy. Our African trip was, as always, a wonderful adventure from which we learned many things. We had
no less than seven hunters in camp, which is too many, but everybody scored and the novices especially were
treated to the full blast of the bushveldt. Everybody scored and everybody shot well. It is a great satisfaction
for me as a teacher to see my students deliver under pressure, and I must reflect that the life of a professional
hunter is a hard one − almost impossibly hard if his client cannot cope. I have never brought along clients who
could not cope, and that is my good deed for the era.
We had two southpaws along who were thus somewhat inhibited from the use of the Scout rifle. And they
were impressed further by the short−sightedness of a manufacturer who does not understand that about one
shooter in six is left−handed. To abandon 17 percent of the market does not seem a good business practice to
me.
The "Dragoon" in caliber 376 Steyr was much admired, but not put to much of a test in my hands, since I
encountered nothing heavy enough to show it off. The 376 is not a deer gun, and it shows off best against
targets in the thousand pound range. It will certainly kill a deer, or an impala, or a man, but it is unnecessarily
muscular for that task, and I suppose it is going to be hard to feed for some time to come. The only available
factory ammunition at this time is Steve Hornady's, and while it will certainly do the job, I can think of
several ways in which its bullet performance might be improved. Among other things, there is no "solid"
available for it now, and the solid bullet does have its usefulness. We can, of course, use RNFJ 300s now
available for the 375 Holland Magnum, but a properly designed 270−grain JTC bullet would be an
improvement if the cartridge is to be used on buffalo.
We have learned by diffuse channels that the people at Leupold are investigating the possible recoil problem
inherent in the Dragoon, which they discover recoils half as much again as the 308, in weapons of similar
weight. This is a worthy enterprise and we wish it all success.
We ran across a charming salutation amongst the NGuni on our last adventure. "May all your wives grow fat."
Try that the next time you are introduced to the CEO.
At Columbia, South Carolina, we had the pleasure of shooting the "mini−gun," the 308 power−driven Gatling
used by the "Magic Dragon" in Vietnam. It cyclic rate is quite unbelievable, something like six thousand
rounds per minute, and when it is fired you cannot tell the reports apart with your ear. There is just this bright
orange spindle out in front of the barrels and a great ripping noise like tearing a sheet. This is great fun, as
long as someone else is providing the ammunition.
Our current vice president and contender for the presidency this year has observed for the record that "a zebra
cannot change its spots." In Africa, we checked this out and found the statement to be quite true. It takes a far
left politician, however, to make a public statement like that and not be ashamed of it at all.
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Now having been elected for yet another term as a director of the National Rifle Association, I would like to
thank those members of the Association who voted for me for their support. As just one member of a very
large board of directors, I have very little personal influence on the policies of the Association, but I do
promise to keep up the effort, successful or not. We on the Board are continually beset by complaints from the
membership, saying that, a) we are too hard−nosed, and b) we are not hard−nosed enough. The NRA may not
be perfect, but it is certainly the best game in town in terms of clout, and if I have anything to say about it, we
will increase the clout to whatever extent we may. At around 3−plus million members our influence is great,
but not great enough. The NRA should have 10 million members, since there are 50 million gun owners in
this country and they would all be disarmed but for the efforts of the Association. These people, sad to say,
are content to let others do their work for them. Since it is political liberty, over and above gun ownership,
that we are fighting for, I disdain pleas to "compromise." The remarkable people who gave us this country
were quite ready to sacrifice their lives for the principle of political liberty. God grant that we may be worthy
of them!
The birthday occasion in South Africa was orchestrated by Danie and Karen van Graan with great ceremony,
including an enormous cake with eighty candles. Engonyameni shirts, supplied by Rich Wyatt, were worn by
the hunters, and there was singing, bugle−blowing, declamations, and nyama for the troops. Now that I have
heard "Amazing Grace" sung at my own funeral, I may not have to die.
We tend to think highly of the Swiss, especially as to their policies toward firearms, but we were much
annoyed last month when the Swiss customs officers at the Zurich airport snutch our pistol. It was rather a
special pistol, having been presented to me by the Mid−Carolina Rifle Club with suitable engraving. I was to
take it to Africa, shoot a warthog or an impala, and return it to the donor that it might be auctioned off. We
have passed through Switzerland many times in the past with no difficulty with customs, but somebody seems
to have come up with a new rule in the meantime and had not told us about it. I have about a 40−60 chance of
seeing that pistol again, but meanwhile I must caution all of the faithful to check out the Swiss regs very
carefully immediately before any attempt to cross Swiss boundaries. Our temporary pit stops in Zurich in the
past have always been very pleasant, but we must henceforth forego them unless we find, as has been
suggested, that the whole thing was a bureaucratic glitch.
I make a determined effort to keep my mind open, especially in matters of weaponcraft. If there is a better
way to do something with a firearm, or a better firearm, I wish to know about it, but I must be convinced that
the asserted improvement is actually real, and not merely a passing fad. Thus to some people the doctrine
developed in past years by practical pistol competition is not quick to change. The move to adopt the isosceles
position in place of the Weaver stance is the result of mechanical attempts to reduce recoil at the expense of
stopping power. The object of practical pistol skill is not to win trophies, but rather to stop fights. Muzzle
brakes and reduced loads are backward steps and not to be regarded as progress. When we see the terms "race
gun" and "carry gun" as representing two different instruments, we learn that some people at least have lost
sight of the object of the exercise. It is important not to become dogmatic about this. If there is a better way or
a better weapon, let's have it. But I have not seen this developing in pistolcraft, at least not recently. Those of
us who have studied the matter deeply understood this a good many years ago. We will change when we are
shown why we should, but not until then. In riflecraft, on the other hand, we have discovered a couple of new
things which seem to be truly worthwhile, one of which is the "fist rest," sometimes referred as the "Hawkins"
rest. A good number of my students have taken this technique afield with uniformly excellent results. I
suppose there is nothing new under the sun, but illustrations indicate that the fist rest has not been widely used
until quite recently. So now we teach it, where we did not as recently as five years ago.
Two of the really lousy ideas we have seen recently are the "tactical" Blaser R93 and the Steyr Scout in 223.
We have seen pictures of the former, but only rumors of the later. May it not come to pass!
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With all the flying we have been doing recently, we have been treated to perhaps a dozen new movies. The
Countess and I used to like movies very much and regarded them as our principle entertainment during our
early married years. But those were, in some measure, good movies, which are evidently not being made
anymore. It is possible that I am just another old curmudgeon, but it seems to me that a good movie is a very
scarce item these days. When we lived in California I knew of a very rich friend who, after he had given up
driving Ferraris in competition, took his principle pleasure in sitting up late in his palace in Palm Springs,
drinking vodka and watching old movies. I do not know whether the vodka helped, but the old movies were
certainly better. Now living as we do in the sticks, it is more difficult for us to "take in a movie" on impulse.
So we attempt to read the reviews in the hopes of finding an exceptionally satisfactory entertainment. Our
luck has not been good, and now that we see what is being done in this line on these long airplane rides, the
situation seems to be degenerating.
One of Danie's Swazi trackers wandered into town sometime ago and observed a party of health faddists
working out in a gymnasium. Watching them sweat and strain, he asked Danie just how much they were paid
to do that. When Danie told him that rather than being paid, they were paying for the privilege, our friend was
appropriately amazed. "With that much effort you could build a house very quickly," was his comment.
We thought that the US federal government had reached a new low at Ruby Ridge. Then came Waco, and
now we have the disgusting story of Elián Gonzales. This boy's mother risked her life and, as it turned out,
lost it in order to spring herself and her child from the enemy prison. She died, he lived, and now, contrary to
the elementary principles of humanity and the will of the majority of those concerned, we threw the kid back
over the wall in order to make propaganda for a communist dictator. There is no way that we, as a nation, can
ever make amends for that act.
I am pleased to report that "Another Country," which I regard as my best book, is now back in print, and is
available at the Gunsite Pro Shop.
When people ask us how are things in South Africa, we are inclined to quote our great, good friend Barry
Miller of Durban. "People get the government they deserve, and we got it." When I first went to Africa over
20 years go, the unit of currency was the Rand, which was worth at that time $1.50. Today it is worth 14
cents. Before the revolution South African Airways was an outstanding airline in terms of cabin service.
Today it would appear that the new management is taking its pointers from Aeroflot. When you effectively
"give the country back to the Indians" you may find that the Indians do not know how to run the store.
The current situation in South Africa is oppressive in some ways, but by no means all. Country touring on the
highway offers the best accommodations to be found anywhere in the world. I have not been everywhere in
the world, of course, but my experience is not narrow. I can say that the good luxury hotels of rural South
Africa are unequaled anywhere else. A really good hotel offers a fireplace in every bedroom. It offers a sitting
room adjoining the dining room wherein guests may gather for a complimentary sherry while they place their
orders. A really good hotel offers practically instant laundry service, including pressing. (In Spain, by
contrast, it is easier and cheaper to buy new underwear.) Needless to say, a really good hotel offers a varied
and imaginative cuisine. In South Africa this includes a broad selection of really excellent wines. As a final
touch a really good hotel offers a complimentary car wash every morning. Apart from the scenery, the
hunting, the history, and the wine, motor touring in South Africa is alone worth the trip.
The anti−hunting mood is unpleasantly manifest by the polypragmatoi throughout the world. We who hunt
have no desire to reverse the emotional attitudes of those who do not, but we do wish they would quit telling
us how to change our ways. The hunters of the world are the conservationists, without whom there would be
no game animals anywhere for the bunny−huggers to hug. We prize the game, and we treat it with more
respect than the bambiists do. Man is a carnivorous predator, and hunting, not horse racing, is "the sport of
kings." We hunters rarely preach, but we are justified in resenting being preached at by people who do not
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understand. As our great, good friend Danie Van Graan of Engonyameni puts it, "You can make a wild one
tame, but you can't make a tame one wild."
Many years ago we made the mistake of introducing the wrong client to our hunting friends down there. He
has returned three times. The PH who told us the story said that the first time this client appeared to be
strange. The second time he was unpleasant. The third time he was obnoxious. And the fourth time he was
intolerable. Now we hear he intends to come back again, but our PH friend told us that he will under no
circumstances hunt with him.
The only "close encounter" on this last expedition involved a ringhals, which is frequently referred to as a
"spitting cobra," though it is not actually related to the cobras. Regardless of its relations, it spat upon one of
the trackers and got him right in the eye as intended (by the snake, not the tracker). The pain is agonizing, but
the venom is not life−threatening unless it enters an open lesion. He showed no residual ill−effects the next
day.
To me the high point of the last adventure was the performance of Joshua Robinson, son of Dr. Art Robinson
the scientist/philosopher. Joshua has been to school with both pistol and rifle, and when he had a fleeting
chance at a handsome bushbuck he decked him with one shot from offhand at 50 yards so quickly that Alf, his
professional hunter, said it was the quickest shot he had ever seen. Joshua has done the bit on the flying clays
at Whittington and he was using his own personal scout rifle with its angelic trigger.
As a crowning touch, Joshua borrowed Rich Wyatt's Dragoon and killed a running zebra with another
snapshot at fifty meters. A zebra is a very tough beast, so this was a nifty case study of the 376 cartridge.
Target angle was 090, and penetration was complete − in one side and out the other. This is a very satisfactory
new round.
Incidentally, the bushveldt at Engonyameni this year was so lush that most shots were taken from offhand. I
preach that when one can get steadier, he should always do so, but when only a brief second is afforded
through the underbrush, the snapshot from offhand is often your only choice.
In Africa this time we heard of what was reported to be an unprovoked buffalo attack, though, under the
circumstances, that might not be the right word. This buff had wandered into the wrong reservation and an
attempt was made to herd him back where he belonged without gunfire. The man who was hit survived by
grabbing the bull by the horns, which system has been known to work several times. There is a group in South
Africa known as the "Survivors Club." It includes nine people who have been hit by buffalo and survived.
Pretty exclusive!
On our way to Africa we were invited by Ed Kelleher, president of the Mid−Carolina Rifle Club, to
participate in some local activities which included a pig hunt down in Hampton County, South Carolina. Pig
hunting in those parts is generally conducted from tree stands, and cannot be really called hunting when it
consists mainly of sitting and waiting − sometimes successfully, sometimes not. In my case, my usual good
luck obtained and right there into the clearing below trotted this black pig (or Russian boar, as is the local
term). I was packing the Dragoon − unnecessarily, but that is what I had in hand. That pig was killed as
suddenly and decisively as anything I have ever shot − dead in its tracks with nary a muscle twitch.
Nobody called on Lindy's tree stand in the morning, but that changed on the afternoon watch and she put her
animal away neatly at about a hundred yards with the 308/180 from her Steyr Scout.
On the morning watch from my tree stand I heard a certain amount of shooting hither and yon. In one
instance, I heard three evenly spaced shots some 15 seconds apart. Later in the day I asked about that from the
gentleman who had done the shooting. "Too far," he said, which called up an interesting picture. I could see
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him shooting vainly at his beast as the first shot fell short in the dirt. He raised his sights, dropped another one
short. And then tried still a third with the weapon elevated at some 30 degrees, only to find it strike at the feet
of his pig, which had been standing there all this time. He was shooting a 30−30, which is the weapon of
choice in those parts. The most popular version is a lever−action carbine fitted with what might be called a
"moonscope," which is fully as long and three times as expensive as the rifle itself. This is popular because
much of the shooting is done in very reduced light, either before dawn or after dark. It didn't help, of course,
since his target beast was standing out there beyond the range of his weapon.
Some of the good old boys, hunting from the same base, did the job with dogs, which would run the beast to
bay, whereupon they charged up and slew him with pistols. This is somewhat more exciting than a tree stand,
provided you are in good running condition. Still better would be the use of a spear, though nobody I met
there seemed to want to try it. Theodore Roosevelt, among others, insisted that the proper way to hunt a pig is
with a spear. I think there is much to be said for that.
Since the revolution six years ago, things have steadily got worse in South Africa, but despite the political and
civil degeneration, the Golden Joys are still there, glimmering through the murk of the "post modern" age. Go
while there is still time!
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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June
As the man said, "These are the times that try men's souls." He spoke when the American nation was in grave
peril, and the liberties for which that nation was founded are today in grave peril. We have the summer to
prepare for an election in which American political liberty will be up for grabs. If the American people choose
to install another set of Beltway weirdos for the next four years the damage may be irreparable. Increasingly
the Supreme Court makes the laws (in violation of the principle of separation of powers), and if the White
House gang gets in it will pack the court, sounding the death knell of the constitutional principles for which
we have fought down the ages.
So do not let it happen! Certainly your personal weapons are at stake, but above that, your political liberty is
at stake. This has always been true, since the two must exist together. The first thing you can do is to join the
National Rifle Association, or upgrade the membership you now hold. The second thing is to sign somebody
else up, even if you have to pay his tariff. The third thing is to make yourself heard in person to your
legislators and to those voices in the media who represent the enemy. We do not march in the streets, except
in uniform, but that does not mean that we cannot make our power felt. That power is growing rapidly,
quickly up to 3.6 million members and anticipating 4 million by election time. We have got to throw the
rascals out in November, and by all that is holy we can do it!
Move out!
We have said it before, but we think it deserves repeating. Do not bring a pistol that cannot be cocked to
school. We do not put the Glock in this category, since the Glock can be learned pretty well at short range
where most actions take place, but "DA only" is a pointless handicap.
To those of you who like playing with words we have offered "ineptizoid" from Curt Rich. Family member
Ed Head now suggests "nefarian."
So now we have the 450 Marlin cartridge, which is in effect a "Plus P" 45−70, purposely non−interchangeable
to avoid its use in trap−door Springfields. This is probably a good idea, evidently stolen by Marlin from Jim
West of Anchorage. The light, handy, powerful, quick−firing, take−down "Co−pilot" is a step forward,
affording decisive stopping power in a convenient package at the short to medium ranges most useful in the
hunting field. The 450 Marlin and the hand−loaded 45−70 will both stay neatly in the kill zone up to about
175 meters. Over the last decade our hunting averages have gone to 120 meters. Of course there is always a
chance for that unusual long shot, so I am not personally graduating to the 450 just yet. If I need more power
than the 308, I can happily fall back on the 376. Both of those rounds will hit as far as I can hold.
Fat, shrill and stupid. I need not mention any name, but I do wonder why people will pay to see an entertainer
of that caliber.
One of the things we learned from the war in Chechnya is the utility of the cell phone. The Chechens have no
formally organized units, but their small, irregular groups communicate freely by just the sort of handheld
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phones you see on the mall.
The Countess and our daughters recently spent a delightful week in Bermuda. While there they were treated to
an opinion by the Chief of Police that while violent crime is rapidly increasing, there is nothing for the citizen
to worry about because there are no guns on the island. Fancy that! We might point out that there were no
guns in ancient Rome either, but when I was there (I was much younger then), I always went abroad at night
with an armed guard. It is all a matter of what you consider to be important.
"A man may conduct himself well in both adversity and good fortune, but if you want to test
his character, give him power."
Abraham Lincoln
The following comes from Curt Rich's Newsletter, May 2000.
"During ABC's unbelievably slanted 'Town Hall Meeting,' (that translates to '2 hour Clinton
Propaganda Display') in the White House Friday, May 12, 2000 on Good Morning America, a
display of courage rarely seen on TV occurred. Diane Sawyer and President Clinton hosted a
propaganda display in the Roosevelt Room. The audience was mostly members of the
'Million' (Misinformed) Mothers' March, a propaganda demonstration organized by the
Clinton White House. The token opposition was the lady from Kileen who, because of Texas'
prohibition of concealed carry at the time, was unarmed when the lunatic started shooting in
Luby's a few years ago. She stood up to the President, called him to task, and would not be
silenced by the partisan mob. I've seen acts of courage under fire. I've studied the subject
much of my life. I think she deserves a medal. If no one gives her any, I propose to give her
one of mine. Because of her, in the two hours of emotion−filled gun confiscation frenzy, a
few minutes of truth stood out like a shining beacon. As they say on The X Files, the truth is
out there."
The trouble with history is that it is not politically correct, thus we see the modern counter−culture historians
adjusting it to fit their ideology. This is particularly noticeable in the movie industry, but in the Age of Illusion
there are very few people who are concerned about the truth.
Occasionally the only shot offered a hunter is one from dead astern − target angle 180. This is referred to in
Africa as the "Portugese head shot," and it is a bad deal. Gut−shooting an animal from behind is a disgusting
practice, but if you are good enough you may have the option of shooting over the top of the back and
breaking the neck just at the base of the skull. That is a bit tricky, but I have seen it successfully brought off
on four different occasions. The option is to wait, in the hope that the animal will turn at least his head. I have
seen that shot executed perfectly twice in Africa. In all these cases, the shooters were excellent marksmen, and
I am happy to say that they were all trained by me personally.
"The only thing that saves us from bureaucracy is inefficiency. An efficient bureaucracy is the
greatest threat to liberty."
Eugene McCarthy, via Joyce Anderson
It strikes me that the Internet, useful as it is, constitutes a great source of what the military used to call "bum
dope," there being no screening or editing involved in the release of material. It also is in large measure
redundant. Many kind folks have written in to respond to questions I have put in these Commentaries with
information that they got off the Internet. That information they derived from encyclopedias which I already
have. Not to complain, but information, per se, is of no use without the wisdom to use it well. We have plenty
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of information − what we need is wisdom.
It is interesting to speculate on the place that "career" seems to have taken in the mind of the professional
soldier. Back when I was such a one, we certainly gave no thought to careers. The object was to do the best
possible job in our own eyes − a matter of pure self−respect. What somebody else thought about us was of
only passing interest. I, for example, did not even glance at my "jacket" until after the Korean War. That, of
course, was characteristic of another age.
The range facilities here at Gunsite have been radically expanded and improved by the new boss, and we are
operating now from a shiny new plant capable of handling more people, and − if the teaching staff does its
business properly − handling them better. Onward and upward!
The new Czech 95 pistol is a very handsome item, and it is probably very well made in the tradition of its
engineers. It is available in 40 S&W, but not in 45 ACP, which limits it to the second rank of serious
defensive pistols.
Herewith a candidate for the "silliest headline of the year" award, which appeared on the front page of the
Citizen Tribune of Morristown, Tennessee:
"BLACK BEARS CONSIDERED VICTIM PREY"
Well, doggone! Are we to assume that heretofore black bears had considered their victims great good friends?
There have been a series of black bear incidents so far in 2000, and in every case it would appear that the
bruins had the idea that people are good to eat. Surprise, surprise!
Having spent the best part of my life in the pursuit of excellence, it comes as a shock to me to realize that
many people are not interested in excellence. An amazing number of people neither want to do things better
nor make things better. As far as I can see, their only aim in life is to make others notice them, one way or
another. One can make himself noticeable in all sorts of ways, but certainly not all of them are good ways.
This brings me around, of course, to the Steyr Scout rifle. This piece is really better − about 88 percent of
what it should be, as compared to perhaps 50 percent or lower in other artifacts. We need a new and radically
improved sight system, and the piece should be available in a left−hand version. With those two
improvements it would be up there in the high 90s. As it is, it is a true joy to use in the field.
Various people now are planning to take the Dragoon to Alaska to show off its virtues on moose and the big
bears. With currently available ammunition by Steve Hornady it should do very well, but we look forward to
the appearance of somewhat more imaginative bullet design. If it has a defect, it is in recoil, and if we
remember that recoil effect on the shooter is about 85 percent psychological, we should address this problem
psychologically rather than mechanically.
The following from Cousin Bongo (Tom Graziano, family member from Arizona):
"If people are going to imitate your Scout concept, the least they could do is put a bit of effort
into getting it at least partially correct. The various imitations I have seen are so poorly done
that they are going to prevent people from realizing the superiority of the concept."
Orange family member and police ace Gabe Suarez opines that a major obstacle in the promulgation of
political freedom is that political freedom is simply too scary for most people. Certainly it is too scary for the
Brits, who at this point feel that violent transgressions against society, while unfortunate, are acceptable, but
that fighting back is an unforgivable sin. The man who breaks your jaw and steals your wallet may get 6
months in the slammer, but if you resist him with lethal force you are in deep trouble. A farmer in Britain
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recently acquired a life sentence in prison for shooting an armed bandit. It certainly appears the prospect of
human dignity has been lost somewhere in the depths of the 20th century. Perhaps our sociological goal now
is "freedom from freedom."
The South Africans have now produced a brand new "poodle shooter" which fills exactly the same tactical
niche as the M16 − not a particularly distinguished niche. This piece is made by Vector and it looks very trim.
We have not put in for a test model though, because I am basically not interested in poodle shooters.
In a previous issue we noted that my work "Another Country" is now back in print and available at the
Trading Post at Gunsite. The thing is, this version is paperback. If you have a hardcover, hang onto it.
It is sad to note that the political unrest in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) has practically ruined tourism/hunting in that
country. I find this odd. On several occasions I have gone hunting in a war zone, and found the experience
exhilarating. It suggests what deer hunting must have been like back in the American West in the mid−19th
century. Obviously a hunter should always be on the alert, but when the woods are full of bad guys this is
brought personally home. I had the impression that only people with a full supply of viscera enjoyed hunting
in Africa anyway, but obviously outlooks differ.
Orange family member and distinguished naval historian Barrett Tillman notes that while there were several
important German soldiers and flyers who stood up to and faced down both Göring and Hitler, we do not
seem to have anybody in our own military establishment today who will stand up to Pat Schroeder.
Barrett Tillman further reports that the percentage of pretty girls at the Johannesburg airport is the highest he
has seen in any place in the world − yet another reason for you unattached young males to make the trip.
While we are forced to regard the media as hostile to our liberties, there are some people in the news business
who are still on our side. Note this from the Wall Street Journal:
"Indeed, the tendency among sophisticates to blame inanimate objects such as knives or guns
is a kind of defense mechanism against the principle of personal responsibility."
After all these years of waiting we finally acquired a very authentic Saufeder, or pig−spear, from Walter
Luger of Salzburg. It is a handsome thing, and any self−respecting pig should be proud to be stuck with it.
The proliferation of small calibers and large magazines in the public sector is clearly connected to the growth
of the "spray−and−pray" concept. The official word seems to be "If you can't shoot well, shoot a lot." Thus we
see these news reports of double and even triple digit ammunition expenditure in civil gunfights, wherein one
round well−placed would do.
In the private sector, on the other hand, the shooting seems to be better. Orange family member and
rangemaster Ed Head reports of a case in Imperial Beach, California in which the scum element ran into a
proper response. This affair seems to have been gang related, but however that was these two goblins showed
up at a party muttering threats − an attitude not uncommon in those parts with those people. According to the
host, he asked these characters to leave the premises, which they did, still muttering threats. They came back
and were told again to leave. This time they announced they were going to arm themselves, come back and
flatten the place, together with all involved. (I have never understood why anyone will telegraph his punch by
announcing to his proposed victim what he is going to do.) Meantime the two characters did come back, fully
armed. The householder fired two shots, achieved two head shots and two one−stop shots.
In due course the householder host was charged with something or other, tried and acquitted. He may thank
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providence that this did not happen in England.
"The unarmed man is not just defenseless − he is also contemptible."
Machiavelli
Having now arrived at great age, I have my answer prepared for those who would ask me to what I attribute
my durability. My answer is that never throughout my long life have I been willingly unarmed. The American
Medical Association should take note.
You hunter/riflemen must remember that you do not cease practicing just because it is summer.
In response to all those helpful letters that were sent to me explaining the difference between iron and steel, I
must report that the difference is semantic rather than chemical. I do thank those who participated in this
exercise, and I now have the equivalent of a 3−unit upper division course in Ferous Metallurgy.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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July, 2000

The Big Bang
We were unable to get this issue to you in time for the Uproarious Fourth, but we trust you all celebrated the
occasion appropriately with martial music, gunfire and patriotic exclamations. Here at Gunsite we featured
barbecued buffalo, beans and beer, and toasted our friends from far and near. The republic has fallen upon evil
days, but this must not discourage us. To the contrary, we must fire up our political awareness and set to work
to re−institute the virtues of self−control, personal responsibility, chastity, decency, and good manners. The
task is difficult, but not impossible.
Several people have remarked that the only place that one can find instruction in how to use a shooting sling is
in "The Art of the Rifle." This is probably true, but the art of the rifle is becoming a lost art, and that is the
reason I wrote the book.
Here at Gunsite we are making every effort to spruce up the place for the new era. Our Masters' program has
started out well, and in the last class we achieved a triumph in the person of a young man of 18 who had never
touched a firearm before coming to school, but who aced the class for an E ticket. This makes the trouble
worth the trouble.
Family member Tom Flowers of Waco relays the report that somebody managed to drive a Bradley fighting
vehicle off a cliff at Fort Hood. This is very difficult, there being no cliffs in the vicinity, but journalists keep
writing about things they do not understand, which annoys us gunmen more than somewhat. It would be nice
if writers of both commentary and fiction would lay off topics in which they have no competence, but that
appears to be a futile hope.
For the man who has everything, we now report the offering in Germany of a museum piece version of the
double 700 Nitro. This gorgeous item sells for 120,000 DM (plus or minus $80,000) and weighs eighteen and
a half pounds. Important components are gold plated "to avoid corrosion." I guess this is evidence that in truth
"the economy is on a roll."
Just last Sunday, the second of June, a new guided missile destroyer was commissioned and christened the
USS McCampbell. This is a piece of good news, for at a time when we often name our ships after politicians
rather than heros, Captain David McCampbell was a true example of the heroic breed.
Naturally we shooters prefer to extol heros who are conspicuously good marksmen − York, Woodfill,
Hanneken for example. Captain David McCampbell is thus particularly gratifying to us, being probably the
best shot in the naval air arm. He won his 34 victories by a lethal combination of outstanding flying skill and
superb marksmanship. He won all sorts of prizes for aerial gunnery prior to World War II, and then put his
skill to use as he rose in rank. It was as a four−stripe naval captain (the equivalent of a full colonel in the
ground services) that he earned the Medal of Honor by shooting down nine Japanese aircraft on one mission.
This was not a fluke, since on another occasion he splashed seven between takeoff and landing. Historian and
family member Barrett Tillman computes that Captain McCampbell averaged out to one four−second burst per
kill. Despite a fairly riotous personal life, he lived to the ripe old age of 86 and died just four years ago. I have
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frequently posed the question about how to define a really good shot. David McCampbell was a really good
shot.
The psychological castration of little boys proceeds apace in the education establishment. We hope and
believe that school cannot replace the home as a source of values, but this is true only of the better homes.
Perhaps that is just as well.
We now learn that a series of courts has fully absolved Lon Horiuchi of the murder of Vicki Weaver, on the
grounds that he was "only doing his job." A number of German war criminals offered that argument at the
Nürnberg trials, but they were hanged anyway.
So now Horiuchi walks free under no legal cloud. One wonders how carefully he watches his back.
Gunsite is now featuring the Number 80 Party Pistol, which is a short−coupled 1911 mildly embellished and −
get this − slim−lined. As far as I know, this is the only 1911 clone which is slim−lined out of the box. About
time! Only 80 of these instruments will be produced, in cognizance of my 80th birthday just past. The piece is
expensive, but so is a Porsche. You get what you pay for.
There seems to be a certain amount of debate about the velocities obtained with the 376 Steyr cartridge in
factory form. Steve Hornady claims 2600 feet for the 270−grain bullet, but he does not specify barrel length.
The barrel of the Dragoon is short, at nineteen inches, and we suspect that Steve ran his tests with something
longer than that. Hearing rumors about under−loading, John Gannaway just re−tested the factory load with his
carefully calibrated chronograph and came up with an average of 2581.
The people at Steyr continue to push the cartridge in the conventional SBS rifle, which puzzles me. The virtue
of the 376 Steyr cartridge is that it can be had in Scout configuration. Anyone who wants a conventional rifle
of this category may go to the 375 Holland & Holland, which is not only slightly more powerful than the 376
Steyr, but also widely available. Ammunition for that 376 is going to continue to be hard to get for some time.
For reasons unknown to me Steve has issued a 225−grain load for the 376 cartridge which is loaded back
down to a tested 2430f/s. This is 30−06 performance (220 at 2400). I vastly admire the 30−06, but I can see
no reason to construct an entirely new and potentially more powerful round and then load it back down again.
Clearly there are things about marketing that I do not understand.
It has been suggested that a significant difference between Americans and other people is that Americans
admire success, whereas others envy it. That, of course, is an outrageously broad generalization, but it does
give one to think.
Over the portals of our service academies there are inscribed the three words: Duty, Honor, Country. Those
words used to be more easily defined than today when we tend to elect conspicuously dishonorable people to
the highest offices in the land.
I thought that we had reached the low point in our history of dishonor at Ruby Ridge, but then came Waco,
and now we have decided to throw the Gonzales boy back over the wall which his mother died trying to
climb. There are still plenty of honorable Americans, but the federal government is making it difficult for
them to pay it proper respect.
We are now planning the Safari Prep course for next year, scheduled for late March in order to give prospects
a chance to catch a rifle class before coming to Safari Prep. As now planned, people in this course should
know how to shoot a rifle before they come, and the best way to do this is to catch a rifle class here at Gunsite.
(Just saying that you already know how to shoot a rifle is not convincing.)
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There will be shooting in this class, and it will be conducted with the rifle the student intends to take to Africa.
We plan three days, split about evenly between class work and field work. I have long looked forward to this
effort, the more so because of the tales I get from my African friends about the astonishing naïveté and
incompetence of American hunters who wander afield with the notion that money is enough and competence
is insignificant. You can do an African hunt at about any level you choose, varying from
sleep−on−the−ground−and−wash−your−own−socks to Indian Maharaja−style, but the important thing is to
get a proper amount of pleasure for your money. You will not get this if you enter the scene blind. We can
help. Please let us know here at Gunsite as soon as possible so that we can plan for the size of the class.
"When death comes, as it must, the worthy man should be able to say that he left no drop in
the bowl."
Alcibiades (pp)
I continue to read my share of history, both fictional and presumably factual, and I discover a sad decline in
literary skill amongst current writers. Too often they not only get their facts wrong, but they raddle the
language. For example, whoever invented the term "gunned down" should flunk the course, as should those
who maintain that shell fragments constitute "shrapnel." Additionally, a man who has never been in a fight
should not write about it, since he has no firsthand knowledge of how a man reacts to violence. Unfortunately
this decline is equally true, or even more so, in film than in print.
Do we know for a fact that the Smith & Wesson sell−out was British−inspired? I have no spies on station in
this league.
As the Brits continue their downward trend towards full realization of Orwell's "1984", they are now
recommending that people overhearing "racist" remarks in pubs or restaurants make haste to report this
transgression to the cops. Britain was once the "Land of Hope and Glory, Mother of the Free," but that was in
the 19th century.
As you doubtless know it is now assumed that the "Ancients" (Neanderthals) were displaced and/or
exterminated by the "Moderns" (Cro−Magnons). Since the Ancients were stronger than the Moderns and had
an equivalent or slightly larger brain capacity, the Moderns must have had an asset which gave them victory.
In my opinion, this asset was missilery. As far as we can tell the Moderns had bows and javelins, where the
Ancients did not, and that may have done it.
Incidentally, the two races lived side−by−side in Europe for quite some time, and this probably gave rise to
the warning that "the goblins will get you if you don't watch out." Ancient middens have been found
containing the bones of immature Moderns. Better stay out of the deep woods, kids.
Had you noticed that the new headman in Russia is pushing for a twelve percent flat tax? We have always
been rather plus on the idea of a flat tax, and look where it turned up!
The pig (Sus scrofa) seems to be taking over as the world's prime game animal, at least the most popular and
accessible. Wild pigs are all over the place, and they can turn into a very considerable nuisance if their
numbers are not controlled. So pig hunting may well be the wave of the future, which is okay because pigs are
plentiful, active, intelligent, tasty − and can be dangerous.
Prerequisite reading for the Safari Prep course stands as follows: "Meditations on Hunting" by José Ortega y
Gasset, "The Perfect Shot" by Kevin Robertson, "The Art of the Rifle" by Jeff Cooper. These books are now
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available from the Gunsite Trading Post.
In enlarging the facility here we have named three new ranges after Alvin York, Sam Woodfill, and Herman
Hanneken. We did not use Hathcock because his name has already appeared on half−a−dozen other
installations.
In recent testing John Gannaway and a partner discovered that their 376 Dragoon printed to exactly the same
place on paper regardless of how it was held, and it shot to the same point for both shooters. This is pretty
unusual. It may be the result of mounting the sight on that extended receiver, which does not touch the barrel.
However, whatever causes it, it works.
Feinstein, Lautenberg and Waxman − there is a choice crew − have now decided that "the 50 BMG cartridge
presents a serious and substantial threat to national security." Er, howzat? Sometimes our adversaries are so
silly that we forget how dangerous they are.
Leopards. Shortly before his death I was very pleased to learn that the late, great Finn Aagaard and I had the
same view on the subject of leopard hunting. That is, the leopard is just too beautiful to shoot. Finn told me, "I
have never pressed trigger on a leopard, and I never intend to." That does not mean that either of us sought to
restrict or eliminate leopard hunting. Leopards are pretty fierce people and are quite partial to eating domestic
pets and children. In some places they lean towards the dismal practice of snatching infants out of the mother's
arms, and when they get into a goat pen they usually kill all the goats, over and above what they can eat. No,
they are not nice people, but neither are they endangered. They blend well into civilization, both in India and
Africa, under conditions where lions and tigers perish, but I do not want to shoot one. Let George do it!
A recent paper we saw discussed some training information from Alcatraz, and we discovered that the guards
on that island were carrying their 1911s in Condition One long before that system was accepted by law
enforcement in general. Of course, it is not now absolutely accepted, but we are getting there at last.
In a previous issue we reported how that girl from Kileen, Texas, laid into Bill Clinton in a television
confrontation. What we did not realize was that Susan Howard, the charming chairman of the NRA Public
Affairs Committee, was swinging the hatchet with her usual efficiency on that same occasion. It is easy to
make Bill Clinton look silly in debate, but Susan does it with such style that it hardly hurts. (Of course, it is
impossible to embarrass Clinton anyway, since he is without shame.)
Frankie Lou Nicholson, "our man in Nebraska," tells of a turkey hunter who used his turkey call so expertly
that he called up a bobcat. The beasty was practically in spitting distance before he discovered the error in his
target identification system. He was dreadfully surprised, but no harm was done. Cat, hunter and turkey all
survived to wait for next season.
Possibly a really good product does not need to advertise. I do not recall ever seeing an ad for a Ferrari.
However, as a great admirer of this Steyr Scout, I do not think it has been drawn adequately to the attention of
the shooters. Part of the problem is that you have to shoot it on a series of extensive field courses to realize
just how much better it is than anything else available. Most critics base their criticism on initial impression
and possibly on the size of bench groups. Consider that the very superior Remington 600s and 660s were
largely rejected because their bolt handle swept forward rather than rearward. This was an advanced idea and
based upon the notion that the bolt handle should be quickly available to the trigger finger. The idea was right,
but the result was funny looking in many people's eyes. It does not seem to us that looks have anything to do
with riflery.
This proliferation of gutter language is not only bad taste, but also the confession of an inadequate vocabulary.
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It is coarse in a man, but any woman who uses it automatically places herself in Category 3.
Schumer maintains that a Hillary victory in New York will destroy the National Rifle Association. I fail to see
any connection here, but then Schumer has never been noted for rational thought.
"Wisdom is knowing what to do next. Skill is knowing how to do it. Virtue is doing it."
David Starr Jordan
Speaking of language, where did this first−name business come from? In my own case I have an automatic
termination system, since people who know me well enough to use my first name always use Jeff, whereas
those who do not, address me as John. I like to respond to such people with, "My name is not John, it is Sir,"
but I rarely do that.
As you know, Pygmalion was a sculptor in Greek mythology who created a marble effigy of a woman so
beautiful that he fell in love with the cold stone. Aphrodite took pity on him and brought the statue to life. She
was named Galatea. That theme has reappeared often in world literature, and was the basis for the movie "My
Fair Lady" in which Audrey Hepburn did the transformation, not from stone to flesh but from guttersnipe to
lady.
Now that I have in my possession Steyr Scout number 08124, it spends much of the time beside me at the
breakfast table. The Countess has referred to it as my "Linus blanket," but I call it Galatea.
In the African bush your outfitter may be expected to pack antivenom inoculations suitable for most
snake−bite, but we recently heard of a PH who claimed that he carried no treatment for the bite of the Gaboon
viper. His position was that if you get bitten by one of those, there will be no need for first aid.
Piracy has been prospering continuously in the waters of Southeast Asia, but now it has reappeared in the
Caribbean on the coasts of Honduras and Nicaragua. It would seem that piracy, like most lethal transgression,
is fairly easy to counter if you are equipped and prepared. The trouble is that most governments forbid you to
be either equipped or prepared.
Our latest bear fatality comes from the Great Smokies. Remember the basic Gunsite bear rules:
1. Be alert.
2. Don't regard bears as cute, they are distinctly dangerous.
3. Don't enter bear country without being properly armed and adept.
4. Do not sleep out on bear runways.
5. Be alert.
If one hunts a lot he may wind up with too many trophies, many of which are too big for his house. My
suggestion at this point is that a fine set of hippo ivory taken on dry land is probably the premier trophy now
available.
Note: Elián's father was divorced from his mother in May of '91. Elián was born in December of '93. So much
for family values.
We reflect, in this period of racist agitation, that slavery has been the normal condition of mankind for most of
history. What do you do with the losers? You either kill them outright or put them to work. If you pen them
up you have to feed them, and you have enough trouble feeding yourself. Despite this a large number of
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semi−literate types in the States seem to think of slavery as a unique invention of the southern states of the US
over a period of a few generations.
We learn that in Ulm, which is in Germany, an apartment dweller suffered a negligent discharge in his living
room and the bullet went through the overhead to total a burglar in action on the floor above. This story may
be too good to be true, but that is what it said in the paper. I guess you can say he really hit the ceiling.
In perusing the excellent new book "Blackhawk Down" about the war in Somalia, we are depressed at the
level of military marksmanship that seems to be normal today. No one fires a round anymore, he fires a burst.
Spray−and−pray is the rule of the day.
One Richard Cohen, writing in the Washington Post, declaims that Charlton Heston is "nuts. What a curious
statement! I suppose those anti−libertarians, if that's the word, believe that anyone who disagrees with them is
"nuts." Opinions are free but hysterical accusations really ought to provide examples. We might simply say
that anyone who thinks Charlton Heston is nuts is nuts, but that is not a rational argument. If this Cohen does
not value liberty he should admit it rather than calling people senseless names.
"If you're going to blow up, wait until after you have straightened the situation out."
Frankie Lou Nicholson
With all this current discussion about capital punishment, we must wonder again just what is wrong with
hanging. This ancient and very standard method of execution is simple, un−complicated, cheap, and
comparatively humane − if killing a prisoner is a subject for that adjective. I know it does not hurt, because I
have been chocked out personally and I know what it feels like.
The Brazilian company Taurus now announces its "Raging Hornet" revolver, a large, eight−shot piece
carrying the 22 Hornet cartridge. When hornets rage they do so in swarms, so I suppose the company feels
that it can sell swarms of these pistols. I see no suitable niche for the item. It might do well on some kinds of
small game, probably up to forty pounds in weight, but it is not adequate for feral domestic goats, as I have
personally discovered on Catalina Island. As a trail gun, the Raging Hornet might serve to put various minor
beasties in the pot, but is far to big and heavy to be convenient for a back packer or a trout fisherman. But
there are always people who will want something simply because somebody else has one.
We are informed that shooting sticks are becoming practically universal in Africa. This may be because of the
conspicuously inept marksmanship manifest by so many of the hunters heading out for "safaris." I am not
taken with the idea, since it implies that the hunter will always have a slave following him around carrying the
equipment. But if this system really does insure more systematic kills, I can hardly decry it. Daughter Lindy
used shooting sticks on a rather distant tsessebe up in the Delta two years ago when she was confronted with
chest−high grass. Okay, but I am not going to use shooting sticks myself.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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August, 2000

High Summer
Fresh garden tomatoes, ripened on the vine, and corn only minutes off the stalk! What luxury! Summer is not
our favorite season, but we certainly enjoy the good things about it, and these are those.
The European gunmakers are turning out new−model 45 auto−pistols in startling numbers. What, then, have
these people discovered? Having been married to the 9mm Parabellum cartridge for most of a century, it
seems unlikely that they now regard the 45 ACP as a superior round. It is probable that the Parabellum is
increasingly prohibited for sale to civilians since it is considered to be a military cartridge. The result, I
suppose, is good, but I see none of the new guns as needful improvements over what we already have. As you
have noted over the years, the Parabellum cartridge is effective about 50 percent of the time, where the
major−caliber pistol is up there closer to 90 percent. Of course if you place your shot with particular care, a 22
will do the job, but sometimes one gets excited.
The curious indifference of many Americans to the fate of Elián Gonzales may be due simply to ignorance.
As stated in a recent issue of The National Review, "Most Americans do not know what life is like in a
communist country." Certainly they will not learn about that from television, and that seems to be the only
evident source of information.
We note that Eric Hefnerr, the new world champion of IPSC, shoots from what may be called a modified
isosceles position. Both arms are slightly bent, but the support arm does not seem to be used to apply counter
pressure. This hardly matters since the weapon involved generates almost no recoil whatever. It is long and
heavy, with a bulky optical sight and an elaborate recoil suppression system. It also shoots the least powerful
cartridge that can qualify as "major caliber." Does this matter? Probably not, since the "practical" element has
been long removed from practical pistol competition. This does not mean that we shall start teaching or
justifying the isosceles position, since we regard the service pistol as a weapon, rather than a
chemically−operated paper−punch.
For those of you who have asked about the recovery of our pistol from the Swiss customs, we can report that
the weapon was returned to the South Carolina club and issued as a prize as promised. Of course it had not
been used to harvest an impala or a warthog as planned, so just say that it might have been.
We are informed by our friends in Switzerland that this annoying affair has been traced to the incompetence
and inexperience of a particular administrator. We find those from time to time in all countries.
Perhaps you know of the book "Unintended Consequences," by John Ross, which narrates the fictional
account of violent resistance to the infringement of the right of the people to keep and bear arms in the United
States. Turns out now that the BATF is doing its best to suppress the book, since those people care no more
about the First Amendment than they do about the Second. We hear mutterings from several sources about the
possibility of a serious backlash against these obnoxious people in their unconscionable behavior. The
BATmen should be, of course, abolished, but let us pray that this can be accomplished without violence.
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NOTICE! NOTICE! NOTICE!
Due to circumstances beyond our control, the 8th Annual Gunsite Reunion at Whittington has been moved one
week back to 20, 21, 22 October. We hope that this announcement does not come so late as to wreck your
schedule, and we hope to see you all there.
NOTICE! NOTICE! NOTICE!
We hear of a fatal hyaena attack somewhere up in Bechuanaland. We are asking for details, but information
on this sort of thing is not easy to get. Many people in Africa feel that news about the dangers of the bush are
bad for the tourist business. I find that odd. The crowning zest of the African experience is that Africa is still
Africa, and non−combatants should stay out of the good locations. There are plenty of game−viewing lodges
and regions where the non−hunting tourist can look at the animals. Such people should go there and stay out
of those last hunting edens which are still available to us.
New Goreism: "You're taking me outside my depths with this." Would that we could leave him there!
We imagine you are familiar with the tale of Sir Samuel Baker's hyaena contact. It appears that he and Lady
Baker were asleep in cots in a tent, feet toward the open fly. Flossie took first notice of the dog−like head and
rounded ears silhouetted in the opening. She stealthily nudged Baker, who picked up his rifle and fired,
one−handed, between his toes − laying out the beast in fine style.
Moral: Do not get separated from your rifle.
We will mention again − and keep on mentioning it − that practical rifle instruction is a somewhat vigorous
activity. Do not sign up for it unless you are in reasonably good physical condition, or you will embarrass
yourself.
I have sometimes been asked what I consider to be the prime attribute of a gentleman. One may not pick
singly, but certainly one of the more important elements is that of an adventurous mind. Adventure is an
important part of life, even though, as Bilbo put it, it sometimes makes you late for dinner. Not everyone has
the luxury of indulging in adventures, but without an adventurous mind it does not matter whether he has the
opportunity or not. I think one acquires an adventurous mind from reading. I have not read as broadly as I
might have, but I got a good dose of adventure from the works of G.A. Henty, Sir Walter Scott, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, Zane Grey, and Edgar Rice Burroughs. Of course few people read for
recreation anymore, so we find that adventurous minds are increasingly rare.
It seems that the concealed carry policy now in effect in 30 states is unfair to goblins. They cannot tell who is
armed and who is not, and when their intended victim shoots back it hurts their feelings − along with other
things.
It has long been accepted that not even God can change the past, but this point has not got across to the film
makers, especially Mel Gibson. His recent movie "The Patriot" seems to have upset the limp left to a great
extent. These people appear to be much concerned that a patriotic American revolutionary might arm his
adolescent sons in order to fight for the cause. The movie has many good points, and establishes Gibson as a
real master of the tomahawk. Perhaps we can get him to hold a class over here.
"The more convenient the medium, the crummier the message."
The Guru
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All the family were pleased to learn that the Defense Department has got around to awarding the Medal of
Honor to Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. The papers have not been signed yet, and signing will be a painful act for
our current president, in view of his announced revulsion with the military.
We note that the new CEO of Smith & Wesson opines that we shooters are a "vulgar and radical minority."
Well now, ain't that a shame!
One reason that many people do not understand about proper stock length on a rifle is that very few people
study the snapshot, and pay attention only to slow−fire shooting. Much mountain and desert hunting is
slow−fire, but sometimes the hunter finds himself in scrub, orchard/bush, or even deep forest. Here the need
for the snapshot becomes obvious. It also would appear to be useful in urban infantry warfare, if reports from
Somalia may be credited. We have seen a lot of snapshooting recently in Africa, where we have hunted
largely in bushveldt, and we find that the snapshot may be practiced empty to good effect. You do not have to
go to the range to practice your snaps. Just stand at Standard Ready, across the room from that postage stamp,
and count "one," two," and "three" as the striker goes forward. If those cross−wires are exactly subdividing
that postage stamp when the striker moves, you have a pretty good handle on your snapshooting.
We note with some amusement that the colorful local magazine, "Arizona Highways", was banned in Moscow
in 1965 on the grounds that it propagandized the idyllic landscape and lifestyle of Arizona. This apparently
made the poor suffering comrades unhappy. Shucks!
In the last rifle course we had four Savage scouts, which did not work out well. Curiously enough the owners
of these rifles felt that they were being discriminated against − apparently by me. Well, I did not buy them
their guns. Clearly this is no time in history for anyone to be sporting a thin emotional skin. Homemade scouts
are interesting, instructive and expensive. Some work better than others, but that is hardly a reason to
complain to the management.
I now have in my possession the first prototype of the new 80th Birthday Gunsite Service Pistol, and a very
nice item it is. The line forms on the right.
I have always been an amateur historian, and in German−speaking countries I am properly designated an
"Historischer." But history has fallen upon evil times. Both fiction writers and film makers seem to make it up
as they go along; the reason, I suppose, is that history is "politically incorrect."
What the Clinton administration has done to the unisex army is dreadful to consider. Training standards have
become so low that anything that is hard tends to be rejected. People are getting out of the service because the
training is hard. Throughout history recruit training has always been hard. Men have reserves of endurance
that they do not realize, and this must be illustrated to them personally or the other side is going to win.
Remember that saying, "When the going gets tough, the tough get going?" The current version seems to be,
"When the going gets tough − cry!"
The Department of Overdone Adjectives
One morning last week I leaped out of bed and into my computer−programmed shower. Then I enjoyed my
award winning breakfast, checked the condition of my digital pistol and fired up my tactical tricycle in order
to get on with the day.
It is said that when Hemingway and Scott Fitzgerald were cleaning up their technique in Paris they used to
read each other's manuscripts and strike out adjectives and adverbs. Only if meaning was lost did they put
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them back in. This is an excellent exercise in English composition.
I must insist there is a better word than "girl friend" for one's current mistress. "Paramour" works pretty well,
but if that sounds too dressy there is always "concubine."
We rarely go to movies anymore, and when we do we are impressed by the fact that the people who seek to
portray violence have apparently never seen any violence. In Mel Gibson's "The Patriot" we note that it is
policy to snarl when you are loading your handgun. Maybe we should try that on the range. When you change
magazines you should grimace in order to get the proper effect for your director.
Anyone who thinks he is going to get the Israelis and the Arabs to sit down at peace together should first try
arranging a peaceful settlement between the fossa and the lemur.
The best rifle stories I know are "Brown on Resolution" by C.S. Forrester and "The Sergeant and the Bandits"
by John W. Thomason. Strangely enough I have not read any really good pistol stories, though there is a
convincing if minor incident in "For Whom the Bell Tolls." I have by now personally acquired quite a lot of
good pistol anecdotes. The trouble is they have no plot. I must look into this matter and write something
worthwhile while there is still time.
The Safari Prep course is now scheduled for early spring of next year. People have been asking what it covers.
We have a tentative syllabus on our desk, but it needs polish. Essentially we will discuss the things you need
to know in order to get your money's worth out of your expensive venture. We will include shooting with your
African rifles, but shooting is only a part of the exercise.
We may be a "vulgar and radical minority," but perhaps we are not actually a minority.
I do not know if I can believe it, but I am told now that a two−star general is being disciplined for the "sexual
harassment" of a three−star general. Should this be listed under fantasy or science fiction? I have known a
couple of three−star generals, and maybe half−a−dozen two−star generals well enough to form an opinion,
and this news is in−comprehensible. A three−star general constitutes a major element of military power,
suitable for bringing about changes in the political structure of the world. Making a pass at a three−star
general is somewhat akin to pouncing upon a carrier battle−group. Sex is one of God's better ideas, but this is
ridiculous!
Is it possible that an honest−to−God backlash is taking form in the sticks? We hear mutterings and we
devoutly pray that those unintended consequences of John Ross may never be forced upon us by people who
just do not understand about liberty.
We were recently told by a correspondent that a self−loading pistol which cannot be cocked is perfectly okay
because he uses one and he shoots up a storm. Well, Jack Weaver never shot anything but double−action and
he wiped out first−rate auto−pistol users by the score. Clearly anything can be done by a man who starts with
a great deal of talent and then applies himself to it for much of his life. Thell Reed can hit those iron chickens
at 50 meters reliably from a waist−high−point without using the sights. I have seen him do it. I have also seen
pool sharks at work, and I have watched Pete Sampras play tennis. Marvelous things can be done "the hard
way," but that does not mean that the hard way is automatically the good way. If you are a good−enough
swimmer you do not need a life jacket when you go boating, but take one along anyway.
The trouble with the gunmaking business is that guns are too permanent. When you acquire a good gun you
probably never need to buy another. Hence the faddism we see in the magazines and the shows. When
everybody who needs a rifle buys his Steyr Scout, the market can shut down − except for elephant hunters,
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buffalo hunters, and prairie dog specialists. I guess we shooters will just have to breed faster.
"I miss civilization − and I want it back."
Marylynne Robinson
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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24 August, 2000

Dog Days
Here at Gunsite the weather is fine. We have had plenty of rain, the fields are green, the tomatoes are ripe, and
the cat is busy catching mice.
On the other hand, the social scene is more than a bit sour. It is okay to shoot an unarmed woman in the face
at 200 yards as long as you are told to do it by somebody in authority. It is okay to cut your wife's throat as
long as you are rich, famous − and black. It is okay for a special counsel of the federal government to decide
that the feds did not fire into the Mount Carmel compound − even though we all saw the pictures of them
doing so. It is okay to lie under oath if you are the chief executive officer of the United States. Patrick Henry
said that "These are the times that try men's souls," but he never suspected how trying the times might
become.
We hoped it would not happen, but it has. Steyr Mannlicher is manufacturing and Gun South is distributing
the Poodle Scout. This is a scout−type rifle taking the 223 cartridge. One would ask what possible use there
might be for that piece. An answer, of course, is "to sell!" I suppose people will buy it, but if anyone shows up
here at the Ranch with one, he will be viewed with scorn. "If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, and stoop and
build 'em up again with worn−out tools..." There is a certain parallel here.
The Gunsite "birthday pistol" is now in use and it shoots very well. Its primary feature, as you may know, is
that it is slim−lined. The line forms on the right.
"An Iranian moderate is one who has run out of ammunition."
Kissinger
Our great good friend Tony Weeks of Salisbury reports to us now that Rhodesia is totally lost and that he is
considering leaving the country of his birth permanently. It was a beautiful land, and I have many delightful
memories of it. Comrade Mugabe has run totally amok and is doing his best to wreck the place. The farmers
have been robbed of their farms and there is no one now left to grow the food. For our part we can revere the
past, but we must mourn the future.
Defensive pistolcraft does not always result in shooting. Our new grandson−in−law is only 26, but he has
already had two confrontations which were neatly solved by the possession, not the discharge, of his pistol.
The good people at Swift Bullets tell us that they expect to have a 270−grain 375 caliber partition bullet
available for sale by hunting season. This is just what we need for the 376 Steyr cartridge. I have used the
Swift 250−grain 36 caliber bullet extensively, with unvarying success. The Swift bullet for the 376 looks to be
just what we need.
On the same subject, I have been in touch with a manufacturer in South Africa who is interested in producing
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a semi−flat−point, monolithic solid for the 376. This is especially designed for those who intend to take the
Dragoon after buffalo. I do not recommend this practice, but the 375 Holland has harvested a lot of buffalo in
Africa over the decades and the Dragoon is a great deal more user−friendly than any 375 I have seen.
We were up in the Colorado Rockies a short while back and discovered that the white goat (Oreamnos
americanus) is proliferating successfully. A problem arises in that the goat seems to have a strong taste for
peanut butter sandwiches, and hikers may have to tussle with him if he discovers their backpacks untended.
This can be quite a tussle, for the Rocky Mountain goat is a strong, active and well−armed antagonist.
This character Schultz who is causing the trouble as CEO of Smith & Wesson gets worse all the time. He has
already termed us shooters "a vulgar and radical minority." Now he has decided that the badge of those really
bad guys who venerate the Bill of Rights are identifiable by gun racks in the back window of their pickups.
We knew things were pretty bad up there in New England, but we did not realize that hoplophobia had
become quite so rampant in those benighted parts.
We now note the appearance of what may be called the "giant trail gun." This is a great, huge eight−shot
revolver taking the 22 Hornet cartridge. Evidently this piece is designed for hikers who have servants along to
carry the loads.
We are informed by our friends at Vizier magazine in Germany that the word Mauser has pretty much lost its
original connotation. Today it has no traditional implication. It is simply used as an advertising technique. We
noticed the unfortunate quality control visible on the last "Mauser" we handled at the SHOT Show. This is a
great shame, but we guess it does not come as a surprise.
Recently the governor of Texas treated us to a campaign presentation here in Prescott. It was a delight to us
rednecks to note that a good many of the spectators were openly and legally armed − and that the Secret
Service realized that here in Arizona this sort of thing is the way to go. We were charmed when the candidate
announced loudly and clearly in regard to the forthcoming election that "Help is on the way."
On a further political note, we were startled to see the term "Jewish−American" in the popular press. To this
level we have sunk! Hyphenated Americans are just as disgusting today as they were when Theodore
Roosevelt pointed them out a hundred years ago. One is either an American or he is not, and hyphenated
prefixes simply indicate that the bearer of the title is not really an American. To be a Jewish−American would
involve bearing dual citizenship in both the United States and Israel. Many of our best friends and role models
are definitely Jewish, but they are not hyphenated. If this keeps up, I will have to describe myself as
English−Dutch−French−German−Swiss−American. We need hyphenated Americans the way we need
typhoid fever.
One of the family reports from the Arctic that the cartridge of choice amongst Eskimos is the 243. This is a
nice little cartridge, but we have never thought of it as a bear gun. Apparently the Inuit are congenitally recoil
shy, but that may not be a problem if the shooter is always extremely careful to place his bullet in exactly the
right spot.
Buy ammunition! Remember that a man cannot have too many books, too many wines, or too much
ammunition. Our adversaries on the other side are reaching for the excuse of lead poisoning. If they can push
that idea through, you may wind up still owning your guns but without anything to shoot in them.
In several countries in Europe the possession of more than a limited amount of ammunition is considered to
be subversive. When laws are passed about it, it becomes necessary for "the authorities" to institute house
searches. Things are not that bad yet in the United States, but much will depend upon the outcome of the next
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election. The beltway buzzards are out to disarm you, and if they win in November they will proceed
accordingly. Buy ammunition!
As the lights continue to go out in South Africa, talk is now given to the changing of the names of the major
cities. Some weird suggestions have been offered for Pretoria and Durban, and I hate to think what sort of a
designation these racists will come up with for "The Fairest Cape."
We mentioned Mel Gibson's The Patriot in a previous issue, but not to the extent that it deserves. The issue is
the obligation of a movie producer to history. Historical fiction is a legitimate artistic enterprise, but only if
the fiction is confined within the boundaries of historical fact. In this movie the producers sought to avoid
criticism by renaming the two protagonists. They changed Tarleton to Tavington, and they changed the
Swamp Fox to the Ghost, even though anyone who has even a cursory knowledge of the American Revolution
could not fail to recognize the characters immediately. The sticking point was the attribution of
Tarleton/Tavington to the burning of a church with the congregation inside. Tarleton/Tavington was a brutal
counter−insurrectionist and did many bad things, but neither he nor any other Britisher ever burned a church
with the congregation inside. That sort of thing had to wait for the feds at Waco.
"Democracy has many definitions, but 'what's in it for me' is not an element of any of them."
The Guru
As the taxonomists insist upon redefining various forms of wildlife, they confuse the issue of bears even
further. When I was a lad the park ranger said that in order to tell whether a particular bear was a black or a
grizzly you were to kick him in the behind. If he ran up a tree, that was a black bear. If you ran up a tree, that
was a grizzly. We all know, of course, that while black bears are usually black, this is not always the case, as
they come in various shades of brown and amber. We were informed by our daughter Parry, who lives up in
the Rockies, that the proper name for what used to be called a black bear (Euarctos americanus) may now be
accurately designated as a "trash bear." These are the bears who keep getting into trash and demanding
relocation. Ordinarily the grizzly bear (Ursus arctos and close relations) has always been regarded as
ferocious, while the trash bear is considered to be mainly inoffensive. The human population explosion,
however, has put so many more people into contact with trash bears that various unpleasant incidents have
resulted. Trash bears frequently eat people. Grizzlies seldom do.
Bears of all kinds are a great ornament to the wilderness, but you do not want them in your lap. We frequently
print up the five Gunsite bear rules. If you observe them, bears will be no trouble.
We learn that on one occasion on Guadalcanal when things were pretty rough, a subordinate commander
reported to Chesty Puller that all of his officers were either dead or incapacitated, and as a result all command
positions were held by sergeants. Chesty called back for the officer not to worry. "There is nothing better than
a Marine sergeant." Here was the legendary "Marine's Marine."
Florence King, who is an amusing and outrageous commentator for National Review, recently came up with
another jewel. When one candidate was asking that his opponent "look deep into the heart," Florence
suggested that he whistle up an Aztec priest.
Is the so−called killer instinct a necessary and essential attribute of military command? I have been addressing
this question for some time now, not professionally but rather for amusement. The first thing, as Socrates put
it, is to define our terms. What is a "killer instinct," if it exists at all? I think the principal manifestation of the
killer instinct is simply the enjoyment of killing. This is not an attractive idea for most people, and a great
majority, if asked directly, will maintain that they do not enjoy killing either animals or people. And this may,
of course, be true. Not always, however. In picking through history we run across all sorts of evidence
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suggesting that the enjoyment of killing is not as rare a phenomenon as most people would like to believe. If
we go back to the earliest records we find there is very little to help us here, because prior to the
popularization of printed matter any sort of psychological or emotional analysis was very difficult, and
suffered decidedly from the attitude and prejudices of the historian. If we say that Attila, for example, enjoyed
killing, we are taking our truths from the statements of people he pounded. Losers customarily abhor winners.
But if we come up to reasonably modern times we can get much better depictions of the personalities of
prominent military leaders who are professionally engaged in homicide.
I do not trust the historian too far in this matter because I doubt his objectivity, but I have some experiences of
my own upon which I feel I can rely. I have on one occasion become reasonably close to a prominent Marine
general who told me in confidence that the thing he enjoyed most in life was killing Japs. This may come as a
shock to some people, but it did not shock me. We were fighting the same war at the same time, and our
objective was the destruction of Japan, materially and biologically. This exchange was not confined to the
general and me. I remember various bull sessions in the Pacific wherein the central topic was the mechanical
problem of disposing of 80 million Japanese. This was what we were going to have to do, since we had
discovered first hand that the Japanese would not surrender.
For purposes of this discussion, killing is not necessarily confined to homicide. A lot of us are hunters, and
while we feel no enmity towards those beasts we kill, we cannot deny the visceral thrill that comes from a
well−placed shot and an instant stop.
This is a very deep and very ancient attribute of the predatory carnivore which is man. While I always try to
eat whatever I shoot, I do not hunt for food. Nor do I hunt primarily for trophies. I prefer the taste of wild
venison to that of domestic stock, and I prize a prime trophy well taken, but that is not the whole story.
Western Europeans tend to be shy about this subject, but the Bantu are not so. In Africa today when the hunter
places a clean hit and hears the Kugelschlag, the locals in his company customarily grunt out the shout,
"Shakazulu!"
The bambiists and the bunny huggers naturally view all this with horror, and they are entitled to that attitude
as their choice. They are wrong, however, in assuming that most people are horrified at the notion of taking
life. Some are and some are not, but the notion that because A does not share the emotions of B he is
automatically "illegal, immoral, and fattening" is unsound. Both hunters and soldiers kill normally and
frequently. I think it may be suggested that they do it better if they enjoy doing it.
The killer instinct undoubtedly helps the fighting soldier. Whether it is an attribute of a senior commander is
another matter. We know a lot more about our own recent wars than we do about others, and so we Americans
have much insight into the personalities of our national heroes. I certainly do not wish to damage anyone's
reputation when I say that I am convinced that Stonewall Jackson was a killer. Douglas Freeman insisted that
Robert E. Lee was even more so. William T. Sherman almost certainly was, whereas Grant almost equally
was not. Probably Patton was a killer, but I do not think MacArthur was. Most think of George Custer and
Bedford Forrest as enthusiastic killers, and at sea we have John Paul "Jones" who was a notably fierce little
man. Stepping across the line we note that one of Rommel's best known works is called "Krieg ohne Hasse"
(war without hatred), and the majority of senior German commanders were conspicuously restrained in their
commentaries, if not always in their actions.
The Japanese are more difficult to analyze, since their records were largely destroyed and such letters as exist
are equivocal. Certainly they did their share of personal killing, and they took pictures to send home as
souvenirs.
About all that I can gather from all this is that the killer instinct is not essential to senior command, though it
may be desirable in lower ranks. It is neither shameful nor prideful − it is just there.
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As we continue on into the year it appears that thought control has become the tune of the time. "Thoughts are
free" was the great battle cry of the left during the upheavals of the 19th century, but apparently not any
longer. Here in the US it is now considered that crime X deserves one punishment, but becomes crime Y when
the perpetrator was thinking the wrong thoughts at the time.
"Die Gedanken sind frei, aber heute nicht in die Vereiningten Staaten."
Safety
The following missive, by Lawrence A. Bullis of Phoenix to the "Arizona Republic," was reprinted in
Harper's:
"Everyday some new do−gooder is trying to save us from ourselves. We have so many laws
and safety commissions to ensure our safety that it seems nearly impossible to have an
accident. The problem is that we need accidents, and lots of them.
"Danger is nature's way of eliminating stupid people. Without safety, stupid people die in
accidents...
"With safety, however well−intentioned it may be, we are devolving into half−witted mutants,
because idiots, who by all rights should be dead, are spared from their rightful early graves
and are free to breed even more imbeciles.
"Let's do away with safety and improve our species. Take up smoking. Jaywalk. Play with
blasting caps. Swim right after a big meal. Stick something small in your ear. Take your
choice of dangerous activity and do it with gusto. Future generations will thank you."
Notice recently observed on a private pool:
"Please do not walk on the water. It is politically incorrect."
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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Summerset
Indeed, these are the times that try men's souls. We mistakenly attributed that to Patrick Henry in a previous
issue, but the author, as several people have pointed out, was Thomas Paine. I cannot excuse the error, or even
promise that it will not happen again, but regardless of who said it, the message is one to be taken seriously.
The United States of America now faces the threat of the loss of its sovereignty to the United Nations
Organization. Those people are serious about this, and there are even traitors in our midst who support their
view. Our own Department of Justice has stated officially for the record that the Founding Fathers did not
mean what they said, and that the Bill of Rights is effectively invalid. We have used federal military strength
against unarmed citizens who were not even charged with any sort of felonious transgression. And now we
face the threat of re−instituting the regime in Washington that has countenanced these atrocities. Trying times
indeed!
The effect from the left is serious indeed, at least according to the media, who report that a majority of
American voters are simply not interested in liberty. Those of us who do so believe stand amazed and
unbelieving at the result of these "polls." Who asks those questions, and whom do they ask? Nobody we
know. Any individual's personal experience is too trivial to count, but we have asked around at length and we
find no one who asserts that he will vote left in this next election. But there must be some people out there
who will. We must find them and talk to them. The issue now is to make a strong attempt to locate one of
these people and turn him around to the path of righteousness. It is hard to hit a target that you cannot identify,
but the attempt must be made. The Nation is in deadly danger and we must leave no stone unturned. God save
the Republic!
The autumn meeting of the NRA board of directors was refreshingly "upbeat", considering the peril in which
we stand. NRA membership is now well over four million and continues to grow. I think this reflects the
mood of the times better than these polls we read about. The head table at Arlington was roundly applauded
by the directorate, and exhorted to work twenty−six hours a day from now to November to pull the nation
back from the edge of catastrophe. Our financial situation seems more sound than it has been for many years
past, and our various propaganda campaigns are producing excellent results. Charlton Heston proposed from
the chair that an electoral victory for our adversaries in November will produce a socialist nation in two years
− but that victory shall not happen. From where I sit this country has had enough socialism to pass as
"socialist" since FDR. Socialism is a lousy idea based on the notion that the state is better able to look after
people's private affairs than they are themselves. Sometimes it seems that, Mr. Lincoln to the contrary, you
can fool all of the people all of the time. But perhaps "all" is not necessary. Perhaps "most" is enough. Well,
let us pray that the unthinkable will not happen and that we will survive this crisis, as we have survived others
from Valley Forge to our defeat in Southeast Asia. Those who attended the meeting at Arlington came away
refreshed, despite the strong headwinds and heavy seas we now face. We are now bound to put lesser matters
aside and devote all our energies to victory in November.
On the cheerful side we report that the good people at Swift Bullet Company now have a proper bullet
suitable for the Dragoon. This is a 270−grain 375−caliber partition bullet, just right for the 376 Steyr
cartridge.
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I have no word yet on a 270−grain JTC bullet for the same cartridge, but this was under development in South
Africa at last notice.
You all remember that striking footage released by Linda Thompson in connection with the Waco atrocity.
We are alarmed to learn that Linda Thompson seems to have vanished and cannot be reached by any previous
address or number. We got this information from the New American magazine, but we hope that it is not
properly founded. We do not quite yet live in a country where political opposition simply disappears. If
anyone has any information about this, it would be good to let us know.
It is curious that in the midst of all this excitement about the Olympics, almost no publicity has been
concerned with the nature and history of the Olympics. How many "sports fans" know what "Olympic"
means? It has always been interesting to me to note that the contest as originally conceived was almost
ostentatiously non−national. Contestants represented themselves and not their nation or city state. These city
states were at continuous warfare with one another, but for the duration of the games borders were opened and
hostilities were suspended. The ancient Greeks esteemed individual excellence above almost anything else,
and they made a strong effort to divorce the games from current politics.
Times have changed, and sports today sometimes seem to be warfare "carried out by other means". This is not
good, but at least we should be aware of how things got to be the way they are. That, of course, is the study of
history, and history, in Mason Williams' immortal epithet, is a thing of the past.
Have you noticed how many people seem to think that the deal is more important than the product? Such
people would rather get a good discount on a Suzuki Sidekick than to pay list price for a Ferrari − assuming
that they had the cash in the first place. People with this viewpoint probably wind up spending less money for
a warehouse full of second−rate gadgetry. To each his own, of course, but my father always maintained that
the quality of the product was more important than the price. If you cannot afford it, do not buy it, but do not
think that you can deal your way to a better life.
Things proceed on an upward path here at Gunsite. The changeover to the new concept instituted late last year
has not been without certain difficulty. Trying to run one school on a marketing basis along side another
devoted to superior output is tricky, but we are getting there, and I think we will have things pretty well
straightened out in the months to come.
Part of this changeover in policy has resulted in the "Masters Series" of rifle and pistol classes, conducted by
me personally six times a year. The concept here is to expose each student to the attentions of the very best
possible staff instructors, each of whom is fully qualified to run his own school. We made a couple of
mistakes in trying to run too many people at one time, but that will not happen again. From now on, the
student in the Masters Series will benefit from the personal attention of a small group of preeminently
qualified Master Marksmen. "Master," of course, means "teacher," not necessarily expert, but the people we
will have in forthcoming Masters classes will be both master marksmen and master teachers. Classes will be
kept small and attention will be personal.
"Website? Website! We don't need no stinking website!"
To my utter amazement I am informed that Saburo Sakai's ruined eye has been rebuilt, replaced, and renewed,
and that the great ace can now see perfectly out of both eyes. Sakai, you will remember, was Japan's foremost
fighter pilot, but was hit in the face by one 30−caliber round from a TBF Avenger he was pursuing. He made
it back to base in fearful agony and was, of course, taken off full flight duty. When Japan began losing the air
war, he prevailed upon his chiefs to let him fly again, and he saw action in the Mariannas and over Iwo, where
his superior flying skill was still apparent, despite the loss of his eye.
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Saburo Sakai will be in Washington in mid−October, where he will engage in conversations with Joe Foss. To
have these two legendary air warriors discuss matters face−to−face should prove a truly historic occasion.
I talked to Joe Foss at some length at the last meeting of the NRA board, and, as always, I learned various
fascinating things. For instance, I had not known that Joe was a "point shooter" who removed the sight from
his airplane after a friend of his had his face mashed in by the sight on a forced landing. Joe thereafter simply
pointed his airplane reflexively and thus became the all−time hero of unsighted fire − but I will not tell
anybody in the pistol class about that!
The people at Steyr are under no obligation to do what I tell them, but I do wish that when they choose to
make major changes in a weapon of my design they would tell me about it. As an example, they appear to
have changed the composition of the stock on the Dragoon, apparently to strengthen the rear magazine well,
which did have the disconcerting tendency to drop the reserve magazine if the weapon was improperly
mounted into the shoulder. This has caused an increase in weight of a full pound. My Dragoon weighs 7
pounds 1½ ounces. Eric Ching's weighs just over 8. Extra weight does not invalidate a Scout, but it does
diminish the concept.
You have doubtless noted that the factory has almost stopped advertising the Scout rifle, and I believe this is
due to the fact that the new boss at Steyr is a marketer rather than a shooter. Witness the fact that we now have
a curious artifact known as the "Poodle Scout" in caliber 223. I now await the Luftscout, which is an airgun
riding in a Scout stock. Well, as I have said before, I've got mine, and thank you very much.
At this point we are being pestered by persnickety peccaries. A recent phone call for the Countess elicited,
"She can't come to the phone just now. She's away chasing wild pigs out of the garden." The Game and Fish
people frown on our popping pigs for the pot, and we always obey game laws, but we are sore tempted. To
quote an old hillbilly reaction, "Who's gonna know?"
As you know, the people usually referred to as "Neanderthals," but preferably termed "Ancients," disappeared
completely from the record, replaced by what we have called "Cro−Magnon," or more properly "Moderns."
There was nobody around to tell us how this happened, but I have a theory. I think that the Moderns wiped out
the Ancients by the use of the bow. The Ancients were stronger and heavier (and smelled worse, if you can
believe the Sasquatch stories), but they fought and hunted at arm's length. The Moderns seemed to have
developed the bow, and though the two races lived contemporaneously for a while, there is no way a rock
thrower can stand up to an archer. This is just a notion, of course. Doubtless future digs will illuminate the
matter further one way or another.
Africa is still dangerous, and do not let any bunny hugger tell you otherwise. Here we learn from family
member Jim Sutherland of Namibia about a group of unarmed animal watchers who got out of their car to
watch the elephants. The "alpha cow" took offense and avenged Bambi. One tourist was killed, one was
seriously injured, and the third just made it to cover. The danger in Africa is what makes it Africa. Danger, as
we have always preached, is the spice of life.
I guess one should not watch old movies. It makes for esthetic sorrow. The Arabs maintain that a beautiful
woman is proof of God's existence. But even the most beautiful woman must fade with time, if she does not
die first. This seems unkind of God. (Sorry about that.)
We have scheduled our first Safari Prep course for 5−7 March of next year. This idea has been kicking around
for some time, but now we are going to put it together and see what happens.
Accounts from Africa suggest that too many people are undertaking the great adventure without any clear
notion of what they are about. No one, of course, is required to enjoy himself, but it is certainly unfortunate
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for people to take the time and money to attempt the African hunt without reading into the problem. Shooting
is only part of this problem, though certainly an important part. In the Safari Prep course you will shoot your
African rifle, under field conditions, and you should have details like position assumption, bullet placement,
bullet selection, and sighting system pretty well sorted out before you take off.
There are several other considerations, not the least of which is the selection of your outfitter and the type of
hunting you wish to enjoy. Your relationship with your professional hunter is a delicate one, and no two
people will ever approach each other in exactly the same way. He will do his best to see that you have a good
time, but just what is your idea of a good time?
I suggest that the student in the Safari Prep course be pretty well qualified with his rifle before he comes to
school. We will only be in session for three days, and we cannot teach rifle marksmanship in that short a time.
Probably you should have a 270 ticket Gunsite, but the approximate equivalent from Clint Smith will get you
through nicely. It will do no harm to address the problem of hunting area and weapon selection with us by
mail in advance before you spend money on the wrong things.
There are certain considerations of mind−set in the hunting of big game, and especially in the hunting of
dangerous game. About the only dangerous animal we are able to hunt today in Africa is the buffalo, and I do
not suggest that you go to Africa with the idea that it is buffalo or nothing. There are many grand things about
the African hunt, and while a trophy buffalo is certainly a great goal, such is not necessary to the success of
your trip. The notion that you are only going to do Africa once is misleading. Doing one African hunt is like
eating one salted peanut. It can be done, but it is hardly satisfying.
So if you are contemplating enjoying the tail−end of one of our culture's overwhelming personal experiences,
come see us here at school. We will discuss these matters at length, and I think you will have a better time in
Africa. Sign up now.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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October, 2000

Hunter's Moon
If we can set aside thoughts of politics and liberty for a short time, we may do so now. That is not to say we
should stop the fight which faces us in November, but that hunting season is a good time in which to think
happier thoughts. The hunter is the happier man, and he may be grateful to divest himself during this season
of the year from the crass, dull and insipid chores of the non−hunter. Note that 3 November is the day of St.
Hubert, who is the patron of the hunter. Celebrate it as you wish, but please do not let it go unnoticed.
I am delighted to have been granted a new honor by John Pepper's group at Fort Mead. I may now call myself
"Pathfinder." Though it may seem presumptuous to tread upon the illustrious heels of John C. Fremont, I may
point out that we operate in such different fields of endeavor that confusion is unlikely. Be that as it may, I am
honored by the attentions of the Fort Mead group, and I do hope that my endeavors over the past decades have
been worthy of the title. Thank you very much!
On this matter of technical pioneering, I note with amusement that some gun writer has gone on record
claiming that the modern technique is outdated and obsolete. He specifically points out that current IPSC
champions are now using an isosceles stance, rather than the Weaver. We may note that since IPSC
competition has gone astray after strange gods for over ten years, IPSC techniques may not be relevant to
defensive pistolcraft. As most people know, the virtue of the stance developed by Jack Weaver is recoil
control. When competitive shooters do their utmost to eliminate recoil, control thereof hardly matters.
Recently it was pointed out to me by NRA board member Ted Nugent that the 9mm Parabellum cartridge "is
better than a poke in the eye with a sharp stick, but not much." When you choose a minor caliber pistol
cartridge over a major, you establish that you really do not understand what the pistol is for. The purpose of
the pistol is to stop a fight that somebody else has started. Competition which is not based upon this premise
is striving for the wrong goals.
Our outstanding Senator Feinstein, who has long set herself up as an expert on firearms, has now decided that
she is an expert on automobiles, too. She favors legislation requiring that sport utility vehicles achieve the
same fuel consumption ratings as family sedans. Clearly the senator feels that if the laws of physics are
inconvenient all that is necessary is legislation to straighten them out.
At one time the state of Arkansas passed a bill making the value of pi 3 1/7 , since 3.14159+ is too
inconvenient. We do have certain requirements for the holding of office, but having any brains is not among
them.
We are informed − indirectly, of course − that the people at Steyr have decided to discontinue rifles in the 376
Steyr cartridge. This cartridge was not my idea in the first place, but now that I have used it for a year or so I
have become quite attached to it, especially since the new 270−grain Swift partition bullet is now available. It
is better than the 375 Holland in that it is smaller and can be made up into a more compact rifle. I hear
continuously of the need for handiness in a hunting rifle, and this need is often expressed by men who do not
understand that such a weapon is available. We are talking, of course, about the Steyr Scout. There are those
who feel that the 308 cartridge is simply uninteresting, but I have yet to be shown a situation in which a
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cartridge was inadequate because it was uninteresting. If you really feel that the 308 is not strong enough for
you, you have the 376, at least for a while. I suggest that you step in and buy the piece now while it is still
available, together with all the Hornady ammunition you can get hold of. Now the Dragoon, as I call my 376
Steyr Scout, is going to Alaska for moose and bear, and I hope to put it to use again on bison in January. In
times to come, those who fail to take advantage of the opportunity may be even more envious than they are at
present.
And we just now have a new report of a hunting incident up in Namibia. It seems these people left their
Landrover on a narrow road to go forward and observe a bunch of elephants. A bull from another group came
up behind the parked car and, being somewhat annoyed, attempted to move it. Its anti−theft device screamed
at him, and this upset him to the point that he smashed the car completely. I do not wish these innocent people
misfortune, but I am not terribly upset when they discover that the wilderness is still the wilderness.
I have often preached that one's personal firearms are the last thing on which one should practice economy. A
good gun is a permanent asset. It does not go out of style or wear out. To submit such a thing to what is
sometimes referred to as a "budget" is to manifest confused priorities. To state that you will not buy a superior
rifle because you must wait until you can afford it because at this point you can afford a cheap rifle, makes no
sense. When people say they cannot afford a Steyr Scout, for example, I can point out that they should go
right on using the rifle they have and not worry.
I suppose there is such a thing as extravagance in the purchase of guns, but it is not common. For instance, a
$50,000 Perazzi shotgun might well be considered an extravagance, but such pieces do not constitute large
portions of the market. People have complained to me about the price of a first rate service pistol, and these
same people do not balk at a steak dinner. If you ever see fit to invite four people to a steak dinner at a really
good restaurant, you will not find it sensible to complain about the price of a good gun. The principle is this:
If you haven't the money to buy a good piece, don't buy it. Make do with what you have now, but don't buy an
inferior product which will only cause you discontent and require its replacement, at increased expense, later
on. A Porsche or a Ferrari will outlive its usefulness in a few years. A first rate rifle will not.
I suppose you have now seen the pictures of what may be the best candidate for the Waffenpösselhaft award
for the year 2000. This is a double−barrel, bolt−action sporting rifle built for the 416 cartridge. That's right, it
is a double−barrel rifle, but it is a bolt−action rifle. It is made in Innsbruck, but I do not think that explains it.
We are rather fond of Innsbruck and we cannot remember meeting any loonies there.
In that connection, is it not curious that we seem to hold up "education" as a commodity which can be bought
and sold? What has happened, of course, is that we have sought to quantify education by the issuance of
diplomas and degrees, and have thus inflated our intellectual standards along with our currency. It has been
suggested that we are now stratifying society into two levels: Those with a college degree and those without.
The notion that a college degree signifies some sort of absolute is obviously ridiculous. Today a bachelor's
degree from a prominent university is not nearly as significant as a high school diploma was 50 years ago. We
have millions of degrees today, while the onrush of ignorance threatens to engulf us. The notion that
education is trade craft will lead us to a race of tradesmen, only a few of whom may be educated − and those
will be mainly self−educated.
When I took my examinations for my humble little master's degree in history, those examinations were oral.
One sat in confrontation with a committee of professors who engaged him in conversation. By this means it
was possible to determine just how much the applicant knew about his subject.
"True−or−false" was not an issue. The directive was to expound. This, in my opinion, was a much better
system than we encounter today.
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As we move on into the 21st century (which will commence in a couple of months), we discover a major
difference between war and peace. In war, men stab each other from the front. In peace, they stab each other
in the back.
Since it is now acceptable to follow the example of our senior elected officials, it is not necessary to confine
ourselves to the truth. Some "gun writer" recently stated that 9 out of 10 1911 pistols were proving unreliable
here at Gunsite. This, of course, is a ridiculous untruth, but this fellow had no reluctance in stating it as a fact.
According to Herodotus, the ancient Persians felt that what was necessary in the background of a young man
entering adulthood was his ability to ride, shoot straight, and speak the truth. Perhaps we should now grant our
college degrees to young men who measure up to that standard.
Rumor now has it that I am dead. This is wishful thinking on the part of some people. As far as I can tell, I am
not dead − yet. But as with all of us, me and thee included, it is only a matter of time.
We have long taught that the most important attribute of a gunfighter is mind−set. This is certainly true of
defensive pistolcraft, but we run across cases now and again which point out parallel considerations in the
hunting of big game. Orange Gunsite graduate Dalton Carr has just released a book recounting his experiences
with bears and bear hunting, and one of his anecdotes struck a cord with us. Hunter is armed. Bear is there.
Guide says, "Shoot!" The hunter responds, "Now?" The guide repeats, "Shoot now." The hunter responds
again, "Now?"
People certainly do respond to the moment of truth in different ways, but I would not have believed this sort
of episode if I had not seen it myself − and more than once. It takes a properly prepared mind to send that
signal down the arm and cause the finger to press the trigger. Such preparation is obviously not automatic.
The Steyr Scout continues to walk away with all the honors at the rifle schools. This piece was designed
primarily to be easier for the shooter to use, and it is − so equally talented marksmen will shoot it better. That
about covers the subject.
At what age should we introduce a youngster to the shooting sports? I do not have a good answer to this,
though the question arises here at the school all the time. Without going into the philosophy of physical
education, my quick answer is "fourteen," but I will be the first to admit that no such fixed figure means very
much. First, the youngster must want to shoot. He must prove to his parents that the matter is really important
to him. He must never be pushed into it from behind. Secondly, he must have the proper bone and muscle
structure to support the firearm. Some people feel that this means that we should start the student off with a
BB gun, and then move to a 22, and only after that to a small−bore center−fire. I did not follow this exactly.
The ROTC program of my youth started us out with a 22 rifle at age fourteen or fifteen, and it worked pretty
well. Many parents, however, feel that the passion should be nurtured much earlier. Most kids of both sexes
love to shoot, and if that desire is there, it is a proper parent's responsibility to indulge it. Personal
marksmanship is not a trivial enterprise. It cannot be forced upon a child, but it certainly should not be denied
once the desire is there. "The barefoot boy with cheeks of tan" is a cultural ideal, and it still sounds good. That
young man out there in the field with his 22 rifle (properly introduced) is both a psychological and a political
asset. The youngster should not go afield in groups for at least a year after having been properly qualified in
gunhandling and safety. He should shoot by himself. Peer pressure is something to avoid here.
I do not have a complete answer, but I can say that the systems I have used have worked perfectly in all cases
in which they were applied. Our three daughters are all first rate shots, as are four of our five grandchildren.
The exception did not fail any system for qualification, but she was simply not interested. So be it.
It seems clear that failure to familiarize your dependants with the characteristics and proper use of firearms is
socially irresponsible. Beyond that it may be deadly dangerous.
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It is not clear to me that we need a Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. I note that they now do not
wish to be called a bureau, and refer to themselves as "the ATF." This is like referring to the FBI as "the
Federal Investigation." I rather like to think that these people became sensitive about being called the BATmen
ten or twelve years ago. That is okay. They have a good deal to be sensitive about.
Actually, the function of the BATF could do well without the F, and confine itself to alcohol and tobacco.
Firearms should come under the control of the Office of Civilian Marksmanship, for which there is indeed a
definite need. If the federal government has any real responsibility in this matter (and I believe it has) it is in
imparting to all law abiding American citizens the basic principles of firearms and firearms marksmanship.
That does, indeed, fall under those provisions of the preamble of the Constitution which validate federal
action. We are not holding our breath waiting for this to come about, but that does not alter the validity of the
position. Note that the Office of Civilian Marksmanship now has available a large number of M1 Garand
rifles, artifacts which should be found in every household. The M1 is probably the best individual personal
arm ever devised by man, and moreover it is dirt cheap at this time.
In the great hunting days of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th, the greatest game animal that the
hunter could pursue was held to be the elephant. "Big game" was elephant, and everything else was small
potatoes. This is easy to understand, since the elephant is, after all, the greatest beast that walks the earth.
Furthermore, in the great days he was quite plentiful, he was distinctly dangerous, and his ivory was valuable
enough to defray all expenses. However, in the course of some recent reading I have reached another
conclusion. Thus: the greatest of all big game animals is not the elephant, but the sperm whale. This beast is
not only many times the size of the largest elephant, but he is a carnivore carrying a magnificent set of teeth
with which he can easily bite a whale boat in half. He is ordinarily of a peaceable disposition, but when
harassed he can become very much otherwise. In the great whaling days, you had to latch onto him with one
or more harpoons, which must have been a painful procedure for him. Then after you fetched him alongside
you had to kill him, not with a rifle, but with a spear. A puny man standing in a flimsy rowboat undertook to
stab this monster in the vitals with a long, steel lance, hoping to avoid attracting his attention in the process.
Now there is big game hunting carried off the scale!
School children used to be exposed to this sort of thing in Melville's "Moby Dick," though I doubt if they are
today. (I have no idea what they are exposed to today.) And Melville's story, while declared as fiction, had its
basis in fact. A sperm whale could not only bite a whale boat to splinters, he could and did ram and sink the
whaling vessel from which it came.
I never heard of anyone's attempting to "harvest" a sperm whale for sport, but as a sporting proposition,
attacking and killing that beast single−handed with an edged weapon certainly overshadows any form of
dangerous game hunting of which I have ever heard.
(Of course, there is a problem about where to hang the trophy on the wall once you get a taxidermist to mount
it for you. I somehow doubt the Safari Club is much interested.)
We hope to meet with the faithful again at Whittington, for the Eighth Annual Gunsite Reunion and Theodore
Roosevelt Memorial. The dates are 20, 21, 22 October. See you there!
If you have not yet read Thomas Sowell's "The Quest for Cosmic Justice," do not delay. This is probably the
best philosophical work of recent years, and Professor Sowell's clarity of expression makes his book a
pleasure to read. This work was drawn to my attention by Orange family member Colonel Clint Ancker, and I
have been making it required reading for any of my friends who read.
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We are always interested in stories of unprovoked buffalo attacks in Africa. In the last such incident we heard
of, the buff was hardly unprovoked, having been hit in the knee with a 223 some time previous to the contact.
Apparently some Irishman got loose with his M16.
We learn of the passing of Saburo Sakai, the distinguished Nip fighter pilot. He was scheduled for a meeting
with Joe Foss this month, but apparently he waited too long. The great aviators are all but extinct. No more
than a dozen survive.
The crisis is now at hand. Our shooting and hunting activities are desperately endangered in this coming
election, and more than that (if there is anything more than that), the liberties which we established this
country to protect are now derided by our opposition. A victory for these people is unthinkable. That is the
word, UNTHINKABLE. This country is the last, best hope of earth, and there is no place left to run. The
recent debates have been praised for their "lack of rancor." I cannot buy that. A large dose of rancor may be
just what we need. God save the Republic!
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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November, 2000

Crisis!
This is it! Within a couple of days we will know whether Alcibiades was right in his evaluation of the
democratic process. The worldwide left insists that people are not bright enough to handle their own affairs.
This may be so, but the Founding Fathers held otherwise. May God defend the right!
I find it wearisome to hear people describe the attack on the USS Cole as one of "terrorism." We are free to
use whatever words we wish to describe whatever we wish, but the attack on the Cole was not a piece of
terrorism, it was an act of war. Terrorism may be described as homicidal coercion − an attempt to change
national or political behavior by threat of force. The men who attacked the Cole were not attempting to coerce
the United States, they were attempting simply to kill Americans − for theological, rather than political,
reasons. It may be true that no recognized nation has declared war upon the United States, but Islam has
officially described us as The Great Satan, and thus made us military adversaries in a Jihad or Holy War.
It is childish to discuss any attempt to discover who is responsible for this act of war. If there were such a man
it would be the Sultan of Islam. Osama bin Laden does not hold that title at present, but clearly he would like
to.
You may recall a somewhat similar situation in which we found ourselves back in 1918. "The man
responsible" was one Charlemagne Peralte operating in the backwoods of Haiti. Herman Hanneken, at that
time a sergeant of US Marines and simultaneously a captain of Haitian Constabulary, was assigned the task of
solving this problem. and he solved it − with a 1911 Colt. General Hanneken died two years ago, so we cannot
very well re−assign him to active duty, but the Great Satan (read CIA) surely ought to be able to whistle up a
worthy successor. The circumstances are not the same − circumstances never are − but the problem is the
same. What is needed is simply a proper supply of viscera, but such is unlikely in The Age of the Wimp.
The attack on Pearl Harbor was not an act of terrorism. It was an act of war, and we responded appropriately.
Admiral Nagumo said of that attack, "We have awakened a sleeping giant." How right he was!
So here we are. We cannot allow bands of murderous fanatics to direct the course of world history, but they
will surely do so unless we take appropriate action.
Tennis, anyone?
Our resident cougar was still hanging around as of last week. We hope he can satisfy himself with the
javelina, as there are very few deer hereabouts, and we would dislike for the big cat to develop a taste for
domestic pets.
Those debates were essentially disgusting. Neither candidate was able to address anything important. What
shall we do about the Holy War? What is our position on abortion? Where do we stand on immigration? And
where do we stand on personal arms? Those were points worth debating, and neither candidate touched them.
I guess our system simply does not invite good men to run for high office, but that does not mean that we
should not vote for the lesser of two evils. The greater of the two evils is simply unthinkable. We have a poor
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choice, but we have to take it.
How did we get fouled up in this first name bit? As I sometimes feel called upon to point out: My first name is
not "John," it is "Sir." People who know me well enough to call me by my first name use "Jeff." Those who
use "John" are ill−mannered. I note that I share this feeling with no less than Bill Buckley, so I am in good
company on the subject.
I am sometimes perplexed by people who refer to defensive rifles, or defensive rifle shooting. The defensive
arm is the pistol, since you have it at hand to meet situations that you do not anticipate. If you have the luxury
of anticipating a lethal encounter, you pick up a long arm, either a rifle or a shotgun, but in that case you go on
to the attack. Thus rifle shooting is offensive, and pistol shooting is defensive. Of course, life does not always
duplicate theory, and there are exceptions to everything, but nevertheless the rifle is not a defensive weapon in
concept.
The Eighth Annual Gunsite Reunion and Theodore Roosevelt Memorial (GR&TRM) was great fun again for
all. The weather was perfect. The shooting was (for the most part) exemplary, and the declamations were
inspiring. It did seem that we had a startling number of participants who had never been to Gunsite, or if they
had, the experience did not take. I have always felt that one can tell an Orange Gunsite graduate by the way he
handles his weapons, and not all the gunhandling was up to standard. There was, of course, that seven−year
hiatus, and I guess it shows. Jeff's Place, as the cabin at the rifle walk is now called, is neat, clean and
comfortable. Zeroing facilities are handy, and the rifle walk is always challenging − assuming that proper
gunhandling is insisted upon by the range personnel. On that sort of an exercise, you simply do not just stand
there and decide upon a firing position when you see a target. Delayed assumption of position is the great
failing we observe in the field on the part of untrained individuals. There should never be more than five
seconds between first observation of the target and the shot. (Picky, picky, picky!)
The Robinson twins distinguished themselves with both rifle and pistol, and Shooting Master John Gannaway
put the shotgunners through the sporting clays. Naturally the Steyr Scouts proved what a modern rifle should
be like.
The brilliance of the declamations in several of the past meetings may have intimidated some of our clan, and
we did not have as many volunteers as usual. However, Granddaughter Amy rendered a monolog from
"Measure for Measure" with great polish, and Colonel Clint Ancker gave us both "Once More Into the
Breach" and "We Happy Few" quite superbly. The great thing about Clint's presentations of Shakespeare's
martial speech is that Clint is a blooded soldier who has been there in the fire − more than once and more than
twice. Unlike the Bard, Colonel Ancker knows the face of battle first hand and thus is actually able to improve
upon Shakespeare in the presentation. This is truly inspiring. It fairly maketh the blood to boil!
It has been said that people return to the Reunion year after year in order to recharge their spiritual batteries,
and in this the Gunsite family owns a unique asset in the shooter's world.
We are sorry to hear that the Korth company in Germany has folded. This organization attempted to produce
very high quality handguns regardless of cost, and this turned out to be an unsuccessful marketing ploy. I am
sorry to hear this since I certainly admire the concept of excellence in weaponry; but only kings can disregard
sales appeal.
Academics among you may be aware of Crum's Law of the Rejection of Quality, which reads: "Whenever a
truly good product appears upon the market it is usually discontinued." This proposal, as the name implies, is
the work of the Austrian economist Gottfried von Crum, and may be observed in all sorts of products from
smallarms to automobiles to shoes to fishing tackle to patent medicines. It may probably be the origin of the
adjective "crummy."
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Granddaughter Amy recently asked us to give her a list of "good reads," suggesting perhaps ten titles. We
found that to be impossible. I thought perhaps I could do something with twenty titles, but that was just as
bad. Why does one read − what is the purpose of reading? Some may feel that the idea is to be able to pass a
given test, but in my case I read for pleasure, and what gives one person pleasure may not provide it for
another. Our family intellectual, Paul Kirchner, came up with what I think may be the best answer: "One reads
in order to become better company for himself." And furthermore, "Reading a good book is like making love.
Once is not enough." I am therefore at work on The List.
At the recent meeting of the Omega Group in Las Vegas, I was honored to be designated "Shottist of the
Century" with suitable speech and plaque. One must never take himself too seriously, so I do not, but pats on
the back like this are very nice, and I thank Bob Brown and his group profusely. (Incidently, the word is
shottist, not shootist.)
The gnomes down in Ferlach are now offering a bolt−action 700. What is it for? What a rude question!
It is to agonize over the clumsy, shameful and unembarrassed degeneration of popular English. A particularly
unfortunate example is the debasement of the term "hero." If a hero is some poor unfortunate who simply
forgot to duck, how should we describe a real hero? As I see it, a true hero must not just suffer, he must
accomplish something, at the imminent risk of his life. Audey Murphy was a hero. Sam Woodfill was a hero.
Joe Foss is a hero. But these poor unfortunates who got caught on the wrong side of the bulkhead when the
bomb went off were no more heroic than the deer that falls to my rifle.
And heroism is not confined to warfare. Gunsite family member and illustrator Paul Kirchner recently had
occasion to interview Lance Thomas of Los Angeles, the jeweler who achieved a measure of fame a few years
back by successfully repelling boarders in his store in Beverly Hills. Mr. Thomas now has a confirmed score
of six kills in the simple course of business. Various people seemed to think that a man who sold watches
would be easily intimidated. Not so. As Mr. Thomas said, "I am not a rabbit." Paul tells me he does not look
like a rabbit either. In personal appearance and attitude he does not seem to be a good man to attack, and so it
turned out. But violent criminals are seldom bright, and frequently assume that the presence of a gun in their
hands renders any sort of resistance out of the question. Lance Thomas is a hero, and we may thank God that
there are men like him left in our society. (Though not in Britain, of course.)
Whenever I see the phrase "Nothing could be further from the truth" I wish the perpetrator would think a bit.
What is wrong with "wrong"? Obviously all sorts of things can be "further from the truth," depending upon
what sort of truth we are talking about. Gnash, gnash, gnash!
As we have often taught, every hunt is a qualified triumph, whereas every election is a qualified disaster.
There are exceptions, of course. I once read of a hunt for the Tibetan gazelle up on top of the world in which
the disaster was pretty unqualified. And on the other side, there was election day 1980, "the day the map
turned blue," according to Barrett Tillman. Certainly one grows tired of holding one's breath!
I suppose it is only natural, in view of the startling success of the Steyr Scout, for people to try to do their own
job at home. It may be fun, but it is not a good idea. The Steyr Scout is about 88 percent of ideal. The lack of a
left−handed version will not bother you if you are right−handed, and the Leupold glass, if not ideal, has given
excellent service over the past five years. A perfected scoutscope and mount does not seem to be in the cards,
though I must point out that a scope is not completely essential to the scout concept. When I took the
prototype Scout 1 to the Central American boonies in 1968, I used ghost−ring only with complete satisfaction.
In that connection I should point out that while a glass sight may be essential to a general−purpose rifle, there
are a couple of specialty rifles on which it is not only not necessary, but a positive drawback. These are the
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rifles designed for the most dangerous game at close quarters. I strongly advise against putting a telescope on
a heavy rifle, nor on a "Co−pilot," or one of its clones.
A correspondent phoned us the other day asking about how to get into a shooting sling. This is a very subtle
matter. Even when the student is sitting across the table from me, I find that it is not always easy to show him
exactly how to get his arm into the loop with both speed and efficiency. I go into the matter in some detail in
"The Art of the Rifle," but I cannot very well cover it over the telephone.
In mountain, prairie and desert hunting the shooting sling is a great asset. In my earlier hunting days before I
got to the African bush, about two−thirds of my shots were taken with the aid of a properly installed shooting
sling. In brush hunting it is less important, but generalized hunting is a mixture of techniques, and no serious
rifleman should lack understanding of the shooting sling. Of course, in today's age of spray−and−pray, we do
not see it much anymore. Illustrations in magazines constitute a continuous annoyance in this regard, where
people are shown in situations where the shooting sling should be vital, but which they do not apparently
understand. Those of you who have been to school do not have any problem here, but far too many people
have not been to school.
The current spate of tiny 45 autos is interesting enough to require an investigation. I believe here at Gunsite
we should canvas the manufacturers and dealers for an example of each one of these new instruments.
Shooting a baby 45 is not everybody's choice, but the piece is definitely useful, combining adequate stopping
power with convenience and compactness, and suitable for concealed carry. There are five, perhaps six, of
these new items. We will run them by the staff here at school and come up with a consensus in due course.
Sorely missed at the Reunion was the company and counsel of the late, great Finn Aagaard, a "gun writer"
who lent stature to that sometimes dubious occupation. Winston Churchill once described Clement Attlee as
"a modest little man with a great deal to be modest about." Finn Aagaard was the reverse, a notably modest
man with nothing whatever to be modest about.
He was a good man, and such is very hard to find.
Modern hunting with ancient weapons is a pretty fascinating subject. We have the black−powder people, the
archers, the cross−bowmen, the lancers, and the list goes on. Theodore Roosevelt once opined that the only
proper way to kill a pig is with a spear, though he did not specify whether afoot or ahorse. There is an
astonishing painting of the Emperor Max I hunting chamois with a lance. I find this challenge quite
unbelievable, but apparently it was not unheard of in Medieval Europe. Reichsjägermeister Hermann Göring
is said to be the last man in Germany to have slain a wild boar with the pig spear, or "sports pike," while
afoot. And we all know of the exploits of the mighty Sir Samuel Baker who regularly killed both red deer and
wild hogs with a knife. At Las Vegas recently we ran into a lad who claims he took a buffalo with a spear last
year in Africa, and the late Peter Capstick also claims this honor. Heady stuff!
If we carry this idea to extremes, we have the sperm whale pursuit as of "Moby Dick," mentioned in a
previous issue, but possibly the ultimate effort of this sort is to take the lion, the king of beasts, with your
knife a la Tarzan. I do not know of anyone who deliberately attacked a lion or a tiger armed with nothing but a
knife, but there is one well known example of a man who was unintentionally involved in this operation and
survived. This was Wohlhuter, an African game ranger. He was plucked off his horse at night by a lion which
grabbed him by the shoulder and attempted to run off with him. Wohlhuter's right arm and shoulder were
immobilized, but he was able to work his knife loose with his left hand and commenced stabbing the beast in
the chest and throat. He apparently felt that he could not annoy the lion anymore than it was already, and that
it would kill him instantly as soon as it changed its hold. After carrying him about 50 yards, the lion
unaccountably lost interest in the action, dropped him and wandered off to bleed to death under a bush.
Wohlhuter never completely regained the use of his right arm, but the lion skin and the knife are on display
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today at the Malelane Base in southern Kruger Park.
If I ever become fully operational again, I might like to try the pig on horseback with a lance, but that is about
as far as I feel like going. You more sporting guys can take the matter from there.
This growing interest in 45 caliber lever−action carbines is very attractive, at least to me. The pioneer was Jim
West's "Co−pilot," a modification of the Marlin 95, which I have sometimes mentioned as one of the three
interesting rifle developments of today. The Marlin people immediately tried to jump into that concept with a
couple of slightly inferior copies of Jim West's idea, and now there are several different cartridges suitable for
the job, such as the 450 Marlin and the 450 Alaskan.
I insist again that these pieces should not be scoped. They are designed for close−range work on very big
animals, and that job they do very well, especially with a 500−grain bullet, as opposed to the 400. They make
up into superb "bear backers" and are unsurpassed equipment for the lion guide in Africa. It is well to
remember that neither a bear nor a lion can hurt you unless he can touch you, and that means that your
defensive rifle will take your target on at essentially indoor distances. At that range a telescope sight is not
only no help, but can be a positive hindrance, as I discovered on my one and only lion. Also telescopes are
fragile, as a well−designed ghost−ring is not. The Ashley people insist that the ghost−ring should be even
larger than conventional, and with a narrower rim. Which is okay, but I do not think it is necessary. The
conventional ghost−ring does just fine, and we must remember that any beast which is large enough to kill
you is easy to see.
I do not have one of these little guns personally, but I think I may put in for one, if only to show proper
respect for Jim West, the man who conceived the whole idea.
We deeply regret to report the passing of Per Høydahl of Oslo. Per was an old friend, a hunting companion, an
Orange Gunsite graduate and a founding member of IPSC. He was my host on a five−day moose hunt in
Norway on which everything went right − a rare occasion in the hunting field. We extend our profound
sympathy to Brit, his wife, and his charming family.
Fiona Capstick, widow of the late, great Peter Capstick, is about to release a new book recounting the
adventures of Adelino Serras Pires, a distinguished PH from Mozambique. The publisher has shown me the
advanced proofs, and I found the book fascinating, as well as very disheartening. It recounts the degeneration
of what was once a delightful part of the world into a disgusting black−African tyranny. Colonialism has a
bad reputation in the modern context, but Colonial Africa was a far better place for both black and white
before the colonists gave up.
I had personal contact with some of the people mentioned in Mrs. Capstick's book back during the Rhodesian
War, and I am thus somewhat better able to criticize the narrative. We congratulate "Fifi," as she is known to
her friends, on her excellent work, and I commend it to those interested in the African scene.
Some years ago I did a piece on the use of the 22 for riot control. Family member Colonel Brian Tonnacliff
now notes that the Israelis seem to have read my piece and acted upon it, since they are doing in Jerusalem at
this time approximately what I suggested. The tactic was reported with some dismay in an English newspaper,
which apparently disapproves of the Israeli need to defend itself from rock−throwing mobs. The 22 is handy,
precise, and it can be silenced. It is not devastating, but it takes the rock−thrower neatly out of action.
I do not know why some words are more difficult to spell than others. It is not a matter of their length or
intricacy. For example, since I have been communicating with Steyr−Mannlicher, I have discovered about
fifteen ways of misspelling the simple word "Steyr." Another problem is that of the portobello mushroom,
which seems to be advertised a different way every time I see it in the market. Both these words are simple to
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spell, but they appear to have some kind of curse cast upon them.
It has been wisely noted that the best and first president of this nation was the only one who did not want the
job.
We note that the new Ruger "Deerfield" carbine now comes out−of−the−box with a nifty ghost−ring sight
installed. About time somebody did that!
"Thank you for helping me fall in love again. I am speaking, of course, of the Steyr scout
rifle. I took your pistol class in August and, although I had considered buying the rifle but
dismissed the idea as too costly, I was swayed by your high praise of it. Then, when I got the
opportunity to handle it at the reception at your house, I was sold. I was not prepared,
however, for the joy that overcame me when I actually unpacked, handled and fired my own
scout. It was love at first sight, and I believe I walked around with a stupid grin on my face
that day."
John Papanicolaou
Such praise is very pleasant to receive, and I take this occasion to point out yet again that I get not one cent in
royalties from the Steyr Mannlicher corporation. I once proposed some sort of royalty arrangement to Herr
Hambrusch, who at that time was head of the company. He was so upset at the idea that I quickly dropped it. I
esteem the Steyr Scout because it is good, not because I get paid for it.
"Cynicism is usually an attempt to justify laziness."
The Guru
"I have yet to see more than half a dozen rifles that have been properly converted into Scouts.
However, I have seen in excess of two dozen `wannabe but have no idea what a Scout really
is' rifles. I call these "abortion−Scouts." The several I have seen were cobbled together by
people who have no idea of what it is they are trying to emulate. The overall results were so
deplorable I was horrified to think that people might actually believe them to be Scouts. Two
pet examples are the "Savage Scout" and "Brockman's Scouts."
Thomas K. Graziano
To us it seems that the most disgusting thing about the forthcoming contest on the 7th of November is that
there should be a contest. I have yet to find anyone who has any patience for the other side, let alone an
inclination to vote for it. But according to the media, there are a lot of people out there who have never read
the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, the "Federalist Papers," or "Democracy in America," yet
every one of them has a vote that is just as good as yours.
Well, the suspense will soon be over.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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Black November
Well, we will not have to sit through this sort of thing again! Socrates told us that most people have a slave
mentality. He did not say the portion was exactly 50/50, however. It does appear that the human race, taken as
a whole, is not bright enough to be entrusted with the organization of its own affairs. As I write this, we
appear to have about a ten second lead, with five laps to go. That is better than an outright loss, but it is
certainly not safe. The democratic process is all very well in its way, but it certainly does raise hell with the
proper holiday spirit.
We are pleased to have been proposed as a medalist by the San Gabriel Possenti Society. San Gabriel, as you
probably know, is the patron saint of pistoleros. We regret we cannot accept the award in person, since it is to
be presented in Rome exactly during the Masters' Rifle Class which will precede the Safari Prep course. I
have not been to Rome since childhood, and I am sorry to miss this opportunity to have my halo fitted. We
will be present in spirit, of course, and try to hold all the right thoughts. The occasion offers a gleam of light
in these dark times.
Several prospective students have written to ask just what rifle they should bring to the Safari Prep class. The
answer, of course, is to bring the rifle which the client intends to take to Africa. By choice this should be only
one. You probably need two telescope sights, but you probably do not need two rifles. Your trusty old 30−06
will do just fine. Your Steyr Scout will be even better if you have it to hand. If you feel that you need a
medium−bore rifle for Africa, by all means bring it. But as it was explained to us by Pann Mallas long ago,
the 375 is too much for 90 percent of your shooting, and not enough for the other ten. If you plan to take on
buffalo, I strongly recommend a heavy (500−grains or more). You certainly should practice with such a piece
before you take it afield, and you will have that chance in the Safari Prep course. But you do not need a heavy
unless you are going to take on buffalo − or elephant. We have used the 308/180 with uniform success in
Botswana, Namibia, and South Africa. The right bullet, of course, is necessary, and we will discuss that at the
class.
Bill Buckley tells us of an occasion in Switzerland recently at which, when he asked his dinner companion the
name of the current president of Switzerland, she confessed with some embarrassment that she did not know.
The question was passed around the table until finally someone at the party was discovered who knew the
current president. It took about seven tries. Now that is the kind of chief executive we can appreciate. The
Swiss may not have their politics totally sorted out, but their system looks better all the time.
I must insist again to course designers on a rifle field walk that a pop−down target is superior to a pop−up
target. I have run more than a score of rifle reaction courses over the years, and it is quite obvious that when a
target pops into view almost anywhere in your sector, the motion itself catches your eye. You do not walk by
a target that pops up. On the other hand, when a target is clearly within sight for perhaps five seconds and then
disappears while you are getting ready to shoot, the experience is very helpful. Obviously the mechanical
problem is a bit more challenging, but in these days of wireless communication it is not insurmountable.
One set of federal statistics establishes that a bastard is six times as likely to turn out to be a "bastard" as a
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legitimate child. Fancy that!
This from daughter Lindy:
"The sun shines bright
On the old Kentucky home
'Tis summer,
And all the African−Americans are homosexual."
Shooting Master John Gannaway was drawn ("drawed", that is, in Arizona) for elk, but could not bring
himself to enjoy his hunt in the light of the misbegotten election. I suppose we should all be in mourning at
this time, except, of course, for the British who sit over there giggling at our consternation. Daughter Lindy
dodged the mess to some extent by voting absentee and being off in Oregon pursuing the elk. This did not
help, of course, in this case.
We conclude that coating your bullet with molybdenum disulfide does not accomplish a great deal. It does
make the projectile a tad more slippery, achieving a slight rise in velocity, but not enough to be worth the
trouble. It also renders the bore a little easier to clean, but not much. It may be classed as sort of a good idea,
but hardly startling.
From Africa Larry Pratt reports that while the murder rate is increasing, it is still 25 percent lower in
Johannesburg than it is in the District of Columbia. As I understand it, it is still legal to fight back in Africa,
which, of course, is not true in England.
Following the recommendation of family member Curt Rich, we propose a new code of misdemeanor on the
books to be called SWS, which is, of course, "Shooting While Stupid."
We should announce that the grip safety on the birthday pistol is not blocked out on delivery − fear of
litigation. I prefer it blocked, myself, and it is easy to do at home by fitting a short piece of piano wire
between the heel of the grip safety and the mainspring housing.
This obsessive fear of litigation, however justified, is pervasive enough to be given a proper definition.
Litigophobia does not come off well, since it derives from two different languages. Daughter Christy, who is
our resident Greek student, has gone into this matter and has become somewhat bogged down. She has come
up with the word dikadzomaiophobia! I do not think this is ever going to catch on, so we will just have to go
on being terrified of lawsuits without knowing what is wrong with us.
Guru say: "Politics is too serious a matter to be entrusted to politicians."
Messner, who is the man who first summited Everest unaided (without oxygen) is now campaigning against
the use of cell phones in the alps. I think his point is well taken, but I also fear that he is swimming against the
tide.
As we hit Pearl Harbor Day, the most important date in my lifetime, I reflect again that Admiral Nagumo,
who commanded the attack on Pearl Harbor, eviscerated himself on Saipan a couple of years later. I was
heavily involved in that battle, and when he cut himself we could not have been more than a couple of miles
apart. Had I been close by, I would have been glad to have helped him.
It appears to me that a good many people who talk about the 10mm pistol cartridge are unaware of the
difference between the Full−house Ten of the Bren Ten, and the Demi−Ten, which has become its attenuated
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successor. These two cartridges are not equivalent. The Full−Ten is a very powerful round, theoretically
exceeding the stopping power of the 45 ACP, and decisively outranging it. The Demi−Ten, now appearing in
all sorts of guises, is a step up from the Nine, but it does not make it to full power.
It is with deep regret that I must report the demise of Mike Harries, one of the original stalwarts of the
modern technique of the pistol. Mike was with us from the beginning in California, and his contributions to
the art have been numerous. For many years he was "our man in LA" to whom we recommended citizens
who wanted tutorial instruction in that area. He was of the younger generation and his death from a heart
attack was premature; however, unlike many of us, he left his mark. God's will be done.
I imagine you have all noticed that Comrade Mugabe, current dictator of Zimbabwe, has defied his own courts
in his expropriation of private farmland. The country has a supreme court, which has condemned his action,
but he has told the court to go fly a kite. "It is our land and we will take it." This is barefaced Marxist banditry
and serves as a good example of what happens when we "give the country back to the Indians."
The German language is great fun for one such as I who cannot speak it. Take the word stoff, for example. It
is the same word as our English stuff, but has a much broader meaning. For instance, it is easy to render the
Tenth Commandment as "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's stoff." Now in this age of preoccupation with
gadgetry, we can coin the word stoffgierigkeit, which might mean, loosely, lust after possessions. It is the soul
of marketing, and we inflict it upon our young at an early age. "Drink X! Get stuff!" It is a complication in the
shooting industry, since once you have got the right guns you do not need any more − ever. That is impossible
for the salesman to accept.
Things have got so bad out here in the west that people have taken to drinking water and eating shark meat. I
have seen it for sale in the markets.
This from Curt Rich in Texas:
"Israel used to ban private ownership of weapons, but now encourages it and arms teachers.
The result is that attacks on school children have stopped. This isn't a trend only because one
country doesn't make a trend, but it does make a pretty good example."
Defensive pistolcraft does not only involve shooting. Our new grandson−in−law has already had two
confrontations, which were satisfactorily settled by the possession of a handgun with no need to shoot it.
When people cannot agree on the meaning of words, communication becomes impossible. Take this matter of
"education." Just what is education? Do we mean teaching little kids to read and write, or do we mean training
for a specific job. At this point a great many people seem to think that education means the acquisition of a
bachelor's degree, which no longer has any but administrative significance. A "college graduate" used to be an
educated man. Now he is presumed to be basically qualified in some specific occupation. Anyone is entitled
to call anything he wants whatever he wishes, but if we regard a bachelor's degree as nothing more than a
meal ticket we will have to come up with some other word for education.
We now have machines to provide us with information, but I find to my annoyance that these machines
cannot give me the answers to any questions I think important, such as, "What do we mean by education?"
Note the difference between the rifleman−hunter and the hunter−rifleman. Properly speaking, a man should be
both, but things do not work out that way every time. There are plenty of citizens who never take their rifles
off the target range, and I have met a number of hunters who can barely tell one end of the barrel from the
other. To each his own, of course, but the rifleman increases his stature if he hunts, and the hunter doubles his
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gratification if he understands the art of the rifle.
This from family member Phillip Morgansen of Denver:
"I'm Jewish and I fail to understand how other Jews can vow 'never again' while opposing the
only means by which they can assure that it never happens again."
Very well said indeed.
Family member Ronin Colman recently showed us a rare book by Sir Robert Baden−Powell, he of the baggy
shorts and Smokey Bear hat who invented the Boy Scouts. It turns out that Sir Robert at one time was the
preeminent pig sticker of the Punjab, and his book Pig Sticking tells us all about the game.
Under no circumstances does one shoot a pig, a beast which a gentleman must take with cold steel. "Any
member who shoots a pig will be expelled from the club." Well, I have never claimed to be a gentleman, but I
am duly chastised and I will henceforth not shoot pigs − except under very special circumstances.
"The age of information gives new responsibility to uninformed opinion."
John Lawton
"If I were king" I would make sure that no citizen could vote until he had read and understood the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution of the United States, the Federalist Papers, and de Tocqueville's
"Democracy in America." No chance of that, of course. Alcibiades was right!
The combat mind−set, which is an absolute part of defensive pistolcraft, has a certain parallel importance in
the hunting field. Experienced hunting guides know how frequently the client simply cannot make the
decision to press the trigger on a live target. This is not a matter of bambiism. The sportsman would not have
undertaken the adventure unless he was emotionally prepared to kill his game. It is rather that he is mentally
unprepared to do what he came to do. This is not emotion, it is simply a matter of being on the wrong circuit.
There is the target −
The guide says, "That one." Nothing happens.
The guide says, "Shoot."
The sportsman says, "Now?"
The guide says, "Yes. Now shoot."
And the client again asks, "Now?"
This is not pure fancy. Dalton Carr remarks about it in his new book, The Bear Hunter, and I have seen it
myself in the field. The hunt requires mental preparation, which can be acquired from conversation,
schooling, or reading, but which does not come unannounced out of the blue. The barefoot boy with cheeks of
tan understands it well, but the city slicker who never leaves the pavement often does not.
Herodotus tells us that the Ancient Persians did not allow a young man of good birth to attend court or be
noticed until he had learned to ride, shoot straight, AND SPEAK THE TRUTH. Of course the Ancient
Persians knew nothing about modern democracy.
Please Note. These "Commentaries" are for personal use only. Not for publication.
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